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Harnoff, Watcher of the Night 
THE PRIZE STORY OF THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE CONTEST 

MAURICE NEEDHAM 

The River Vistula slips foaming before. In countries of old Europe they 
quietly through the mill race in the little keep close track of such individuals. But 
town of Danzwerder,in the Valley of Ver- the one of whom I speak had eluded the 
laun, on its way to the Baltic sea. Far- police and it was only after a tedious trac- 
ther south, in Poland, the river is not so ing of evidence that Danzwerder was dis- 
quiet ; it tumbles over rocks, rushes swiftly covered to be the last place where there 
against curbing banks, and makes itself was any record of him. 
known by its roar. But having once I had learned by experience that it was 
escaped into Germany, it reaches Danz- wiser in north Germany to take my lodg- 
werder, and flows as smoothly and as crys- ings with some peasant family rather than 
tal clear as the simple peasants could de- attempt comfort in a village inn. While 
sire. During the late sixties I was sent the fare of the peasants is simple and 
there in the employ of the government te rough, it is good and wholesome, and one 
look up the record of a Polish revolution- is sure of a clean bed. Besides, I rather 
ist who was said to have lived there under enjoyed observing these poeple in their 
the name of Harnoff Ozand some ten years intimate home life. The first warning of
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autumn was in the air, and after dinner the members of the family retired to the 

my host sat down before an open fire to loft. I was left with my host. 

enjoy his pipe with his family about him. “You seemed startled, friend, when I 

There was’the good frau at his right knit- mentioned the name Grange I do not wish 

ting in the rudcy glow of the flames. I to probe where you would not have me, 

could see she had at one time been a pretty but I am curious concerning is man, 
irl—above the average. And then, too, and if you could help lead me to any in- 

her only daughter, Elga, a girl of sixteen, formation in any way touching him you 
would catch the eyes of even the most would not be without your reward. 
blase. Her skin was pink and white. She He looked at me once while I was 

had the good health an outdoor life had speaking, and then turned back to the 
iven her, and her clear blue eyes—bash- dying embers on the hearth. He seeme 

ful when strangers were about—drew mine deeply moved by some recollection. What 
to them frequently during the evening, could it be? I became more interested as 

only to find they had drooped and hidden I scented something out of the ordinary 

themselves. The sons of the family—four run of governmental police work, and I 

in number—were all either full grown began to think of Czand not only as a 

men or verging on manhood. They were political refugee on German soil, but as 

a sturey, rod ot visa was cally the an ator n a a nothing tor upe ards of 

avorite o amily, as could be seen y host said nothing fo Ww 
by the little awkward attentions she re- five minutes, and I began to thin T wou'd 
ceived from the others. The crackling of have to take another tack. Finally he 
the flames was the only sound heard for broke silence. His voice trembled in spite 

some time after the few remarks encour- of his efforts to appear calm. _ 

aged by the meal had died down with their “You have come here as a friend. We 

cause. But I knew that if I managed welcome strangers; we make friends of 

properly and with due delicacy I would them. You have named a name wail 

have them talking. After opening up with has not passed the lips of any member o 

a few questions on the success of the har- this house for eight years. Why do you 

vest just gathered in, and comments per- come and disturb our peace? Why do 

taining to their everyday life, I casually you make us remember what we strive to 

asked if they had ever heard of a man orget Oh, God! Czand! Czand! 

named Harnoff Czand. The effect of my Czand!” 
query was amazing. Every member of the He spoke the name with an inexpressi- 

family turned quickly towards me, regard- ble mixture of bitterness and fear, longing 
ing me with close scrutiny. The brows and regret. ‘Such emotion I had never 
of my host knotted. I was rather in a before seen in a peasant. _I was awed. 
quandary what to do, when he said in a hia, beg your pardon, friend,” I said, “I | 
low, tense voice: id not know.” 

“Harnoff Czand! Harnoff, Watcher of I resolved never to harrow this family 

the Night!” He paused. “Yes, we know Tek ele " my searel, put continue nie 
of him. We do not speak of him.” work eiscwhere. + tay in bed a tong walle 

u dt t havi d thinking of strange things before I finally 
h e eH lore q hin Act even ahi fell asleep. What connection could this 

' e name. te ted. Ab ict 8 1 and Als ‘simple German family have with a Polish 
ace was contorted. solute Sience was  revolutionist, and many other questions 

maintained. Everybody gazed with at- confronted my wondering mind. 

tempted i natty me the a ‘ coud The next day I spent getting acquainted 
see wha d th ouene le loselt “Pe a ter with the inhabitants of Danzwerder, and 
mined f the eect dre J th vitor the day after that, and for several days, 
mined ior the present to Crop Me matier without making definite headway on my 
and go at it more diplomatically. There quest. The peasants—most of them farm- 

was no more conversation except 6 by ers on the surrounding land—were trust- 
monplace word now and then. One by ful and friendly. I did a service when- 
one during the early part of the evening ever I had the opportunity, no matter who
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the recipient might be, and soon found was a poem, a long poem, which appeared, 

myself generally liked. But everyone was in part at least, to be about the man 
backward about saying anything about whose mystery I was striving to solve. 
Harnoff Czand. I found there were sev- Those queer, simple, stubborn peasants 
eral who bore Polish names. Probably had thwarted me, but now I had some- 
they had fled from oppression in Poland, thing before me. Here is the tale the 
but I could gain nothing from them. I poem told. The verse form was a peculiar, 
could not even find out whether he was jerky, irregular one, and I give the story 
alive or dead. I gathered obscure refer- in prose, with here and there an interpola- 
ences to my host’s family—the Oberhauffs tion of the original. Did the poet know 
—and the family of a well-to-do retired all the details as he wrote them, or did 
land owner—the burgermeister and real he use his imagination in part? I have 
head of affairs in Danzwerder—by name, often puzzled over this—but why should 
Schlessing. I discovered that the eldest I? Let us take it as he has given it to us. 
son of Schlessing had committed suicide * * * * * * * + 
some eight years before, that he had had a Out of Poland there came a strange 
good education, was the hope of the vil- man with strange, wonderful eyes which 
lage, and that he had held the office of made all people fear. Into the Valley of 
town clerk for some time previous to his Verlaun he came, and on the hillside over 
death. These details were collected by across the marshes, on the bluff high over- 

7 much indirect conversation. All the in- hanging the river, he built himself a hut 
' habitants of the village and those who of logs hewn from the forest. A pall set- 

lived outside to a radius of some miles tled down over Danzwerder with the 
absolutely refused to speak of the subject coming of this man. 

. in which I was so interested. They would «jp . 
look startled, and then appear stupid, and They Mighte Harnoff, Watcher of the 
remain dumb to all inquiry. There seemed When other peoeple slept and dreamed, 
a superstitious terror in their minds. It When through the night the marshes 
was by the merest chance that I learned steamed 
that there had been an older Oberhauff 4nq moon-made shadows murked the 
girl—but she was no more. Further in- watcher’s sight . 
formation was not to be gotten. His lonely candle gleamed.” . 

After several evenings over wine with Who h f hat h 
Burgermeister Schlessing I got so far into 1 i © wld or what he came, how 
his confidence as to be permitted to exam- ong aa qa k mean, these questions 
ine the village records, which were sup- nto the n i ee came; and walking 
posedly kept by the village clerk. They into the market place when all the people 
were in a frightful mess—no order or sys- about, he said in a oud voice: 
tem of any kind. Burgermeister Schless- Tam Harnoff Czand! and at that he 
ing was a good mayor for simple peasants, drew the peasants around him and began 
but evidently he had no great eye for telling am tales. Weird stories they 
accurate records. I was surprised enough thein wild and mysterious, and as he held 
about the second morning of my fruitless bran eyes with his the people felt a 
rummage over confused papers and rec- | Vet the unknown terror in their hearts. 
ords to find among a bunch of battered et they could not leave off listening until 
books on history—I know not what they the end. He looked about him with a 
were doing in the office of the village clerk SUCCT OM his face, and silently betook im 
—a portfolio containing a considerable self back to his hut on the hill. And all 

; ; . the people stood about amazed, staring 
collection of manuscript poems. Most of kwardly at th Then th 
them were rather poor, technically consid- °y.°7CY 2 one ane en iney poor, y consid whispered—and wondered among them- 
ered, and I merely glanced them over with selves, Day after day, weck after week, 

passing interest until my eye accidentally Harnoff led his solitary existence, fur- 
fell on the words, “Harnoff, Watcher of tively spied upon by the more daring of 
the Night.” I sat up with a jerk. Here the young peasants. Sometimes he would
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come into the village for supplies—he noff. He had his will. Natasha, whom 

lived mostly by hunting—and then he he sought, he had. 

would gather the villagers about him and Natasha’s joyousness depressed Harnoff. 

frighten them with his tales. For all they He watched her. She seemed unconscious 

hated him, they did his will. of his steady gaze, and played like a child, 

Truly he was a strange man. Mothers happy mn the forest. She ame running 

told their children stories of his deeds to to him with a red rose, and put 1t in his 

- frighten them into obedience. Butstrang- hand. She wove a wreath of wild flowers 
est of all he wielded a subtle power in, the ang rowed one peop ee um er 

hearts of maidens. And this made him rince. one, 0 ple, > - 

doubly feared and hated. Maidens feared afraid of eee Her guileless Teart ‘ew 

t led them. Th ould do car. : 
bia bidding, evand he cast hin eve upon he felt his heart beating with a long un- 

the fair-haired Frieda. She would do his known warmth. It troubled him—he, the 
bidding. Sweethearts, brothers and par- ne te; he <mow seve “ch b 3 

ents set themselves to guard their dear | at day the inner Dame wie urne 

ones against this fiend. Why did they Harnoff’s soul flared into lurid glare, 

not drive him out—or kill him? Because and raging hate filled him through. He 
thev feared him. | strode out into the forest, feeling a thou- 

The people assembled in the market Sand devils within him. Mile after mile 
place—perhaps with no definite object— he walked, and burned with hate. At dusk 

but they were so filled with superstition— he returned and found Natasha Anxiowy 

for they felt Harnoff must have come from arms about his neck ressing flowers into 

the devil—that they instinctively drew to- his hand. He was silent and unresponsive 
gether. Questions and answers were whis- to her caresses. She had prepared his 

pered from ear to ear. Why was it that supper, and led him to his chair, wonder- 

this fend mg oN their village ° hte ing her blue eyes filling with pain at his 
cou ey do: rave young hunter ? oa 

left the group skirted the swamp, keeping stay brooding. Nightcame on. Natasha 
out of view of the hillside hut, picked his ,. ; . 
way through into the forest, and slowly ie a candle, and placed it on the table at 

Stearns: Ps out above, and looked down He drew her close to his side and looked 

“ Ah? Th . P oe. maiden! A golden fiercely into her eyes. For an instant he 
rene a ere wee are 8 glanced up at the window. He half rose, 

haired maicen with a white linen cap on “iarine. ‘There was the face of Frieda 

per ee qe blue waist and skirt, and a looking in at them through the window! 

m »P n d hj " Blindly he seized Natasha’s slender throat, 

« To,” the hunter said on th revurn, and pressing her face against his breast, 

she is fairer than all maidens I have ever +, hide her startled eyes, he strangled her, 

seen throughout all the valley, and she while joy rushed in his veins to see the 

wears beautiful clothes. She was drawing sight of pain he made her feel. When he 

water in a small bucket from a Ce ae looked again the face at the window was 

and she was singing a strange at b f © gone. A gust of night wind blew out the 

seemed very happy. Harnoft e eroreé candle flame, and he was left alone in the 

his door. He watche er. e said, darkness with the dead body of Natasha. 

N atasha | And I fled for fear of being The wind moaned wildly without; a storm 

seen.” was coming up. He sat still until it burst 
Frieda Oberhauff’s face blanched at the jn wild fury, rocking the forest on the 

news. She left the crowd and went home. hillside, and threatening the destruction 
She was very silent. Other people whis- of gl] in its path. Then he stood up, 
pered secretly, and wondered. She was raised his hands, threw back his head, and 
not much noticed. uttered a terrible animal cry of deathly 

During the next few days strange anguish. 

| things went on within the heart of Har- All through the night he walked in the
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storm. As the dread gray dawn came thing within their reach. Down in old 
creeping over the hill the last remnants Danzwerder the villagers rushed together 
of the storm departed, and Harnoff, his into the market place, and with mouths 
eyes blood red, staggering exhausted, came agape looked on. They said nothing. Fear 
to his door and looked in at Natasha lying filled their hearts, and they knew not what 
there. He struggled out again into the to do. All but the Oberhauffs, and one 
forest and searched, and found a rose for other, forgot the scarch that some of them 
the dead girl. had joined in that day for the missing 

Returning, he tenderly laid Natasha out Frieda. They could not find her. She 
upon the bed, arranged her clothes, and had disappeared the night before—utterly 
sought to make her once more fair. He disappeared. During the remainder of 
fastened the rose above her still heart, and the day the fire smouldered, but none 
softly kissed her lips. Then he set to dared go near till nearly evening, when at 
work and with his last strength built a last they found that Harnoff, Watcher of 

pile of dry wood on the floor in the mid- the Night, was no more. 
dle of his hut. He poured oil over this « » gape ‘thy 
heap, and laid the dead maiden on it. The sur sank swift that might wathin a 
With, nips “ cloth soaked in oil he pre- Of scarlet red and burning gold, 
paren a tong fuse. To leave the world alone and cold 
“Then bound himself to her upon the With all the crimes that darkness could 

pyre, ; enshroud, 
And having touched the fuse with And misery untold.’ 

flame, 
He called upon the Christ’s good name * * * .  * * -  * 

To guard her soul and his from everlast- Looking farther in the records I dis- 
ing fire, covered the signature of Friederich 

And watched death as it came.” Schlessing in the same hanwriting as that 
The flames leaped quickly high, con- of the poem. Was Friederich Schlessing 

suming all. Roaring into the tree tops the lover of Frieda Oberhau ffin those 
above, they cast a blight upon every living days of fear and trouble? 

| In Autumn Days 

GLENN WARD DRESBACH 

The black birds follow the flight of the swallow, 
The orchard trees ave hung with fruit; 

The golden rod gleams by hill and hollow, 
And winds are tuned to a fairy’s lute. 

And sad and sweet is the west wind’s singing 
Through leaves that listen and turn to gold, 

And Day is glad with the reapers bringing 
Gifts from the high gift gods of old. 

But Night glides over, a darkling drover, 
And feeds her flock where the sunsets die; 

‘And clouds first flushed as the fresh red clover 
Change to purple along the sky. . 

And out of the dark comes the full moon beaming 
With crickets chirping an elfin rune, 

And the west wind sighs and sets me dreaming 
Of love’s soft arms and the stars of June.
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ndexing the Gridiron 

CHESTER C. WELLS 

Who's who in Wisconsin football? That year on the squad are Buser, Mackmillar, 

is a question that the student body at — Birch, Grell, Zander, Wied and Carter. 

large has asked itself rather frequently of Last year Buser, who is tackling this 

late. With football the very center of | season, and Mackmillar, his partner, both 

university life at this time, it is not un- — played guards. Bunker, at end this vear, 

common that every loyal Badger is anxi- was used at halfback also, last fall. Birch, 

ous to know something about the men who | Arpin and Dean are in the same oli posi- 

are defending the Cardinal in its five bat- — tions. 
tles of the conference schedule. Of Captain Dean is a lightweight wonder. 

course evervone knows that Jimmie Dean, He hovers around 148 pounds with 

for instance, is captain, and is playing impunity, for he is a sure and hard tack- 

right end, or that the right tackle job is ler, and an expert at handling the forward 

held cown by big AT Buser. But who are pass. Tle was chosen for all-western in 

eWomen, who plaved last year, where soveral selections last year, as were Buser, 

they played, and what department of the and Mackmillar. Buser weighs 190, and 

university they are in, is quite another is a strong defensive player and capable 

matter. It is the purpose of this article, field general, having a’ comprehensive 

to tell, in as few words as possible, some- knowledge of the game in all its newest 
thing about each player, and his record. complications. © Mackmillar weighs 192. 

Of the men permanently on the first At center Merry Arpin, who weighs 

eleven, six won their school letters in foot- about 173, is having good success, while 

ball last vear, namely, Jimmie Dean, Al. Grell, who frequently goes in at center, 

Buser, “Merry” Arpin, Mackmillar, Bun- does some splendid work, being an espe- 

ker, and Birch. “Jimmie” Adams and cially good passer. Grell only lacks the 

Ed. Gillette, who rival cach other for weight, as he tips the scale at 167. “Pete” 

quarter, both won their “W” sweaters in Pierce, with a weight of over 200 pounds, 

track last spring. Dean, Arpin and Bun- has no difficulty cither in- withstanding 

ker are the veterans of the eleven, all flying wedges or accomplishing agile and 

playing their third year, while Johnson, — effective anties in the guard position. 

also out for his third vear on the varsity Hfoeffel of Green Bay, who did fast work 

squad, stands a good change to take along on last year’s freshman team, 1s quick 

a “W” with his approaching sheepskin. under punts, and strong in receiving for- 

Men who are out for their first vear on ward passes. Ife weighs 146. 

the ’varsity, are Branstad of Eau Claire, In the back field, Adams and Gillette, 
playing at right guard; Pierce, Madison, both track stars, are about evenly matched, 

left guard; Hoeffel, Green Bay, left end; it being the first vear for each. They are 

Adams, Appleton, and Gillette, Aurora, sure on their fect, and successful with the 

IH., at quarter; Gilbert, Burlington, Ta., forward pass. (rillette weighs 155, and 

left half: “Bobby” Newman, Chicago, Adams, 151. Gilbert and Bunker are vie- 
right half, and Samp, Cecil, Wis., and ing for honors at left half. Gilbert plays 
Benson, Heron Lake, Minn., fullbacks. a spectacular game, but is rather light, 

Chambers, Little Rock, Ark., and Dennis weighing 141, while Bunker exceeds him 

Crile, Chicago, promising candidates on by 16 pounds. “Bunk” made a good rec- 
the second squad, are also out for the first ord last year and is recognized as strong 
year. Men who are playing their second in handling the pass. Newman and Birch
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are rivals for right half. Newman is neering, and Wied and Carter in_agri- 

strong in the open field and in line buck- culture. The juniors are Buser, Mack- 

ing. He weighs 160, exceeding Birch by millar and Zander in agriculture, Grell in 

four pounds. Samp, weighing 179, is de- commerce, Gillette and Brandstad in en- 

veloping good form. He and Benson, who gineering, and Adams, Pierce and Cham- 

weighs 166, alternated in practice at full- bers in hill. Gilbert, Hoeffel, Samp and 

back. Zander, with a weight of 190 Crile are sophomore hill students, and 

pounds, plays well at center or guard. Newman is a soph in commerce. Bunker 

Leroy Johnson, ’11, is manager of the and Benson are second year law men. 

team. Johnson worked as assistant man- Under tremendous odds—lack of old 

ager from his sophomore year up. The players back again, lack of weight, and 

manager has himself been on the gridiron, eyen some general dissatisfaction among 

having played two years on the Wausau the players and rooters—Wisconsin has 

High schaal eh ay has pee i et t had to face a serious. problem in attempt- 

matic study of the oft-revised football of ing a football conquest this year. The 
today. In dealing with the problem of es oe wage 4 

a . : y biggest half is still to come. The fellows 
hancling ticket sales for the big games, 4.°° | 1 abot ee ey : 

Johnson has shown executive ability that  CISCussed above are Coing their best to win 

means much-needed relief for the student honors for the Badger university. They 

body. are certainly entitled to their full share of 

Dean is a senior in letters and science, that magnificent presence, we all hail as 

Arpin in commerce, Birch in civil engi- Wisconsin spirit. 
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| The University—A Training Field 

| for Ser VICe 

THEO. R. HOYER 

“Am I my brother’s keeper?” answered qualities of man for the maintenance of 

Cain, and left for the land of Nod, on the race. He saw in man higher, more 

the east of Eden, to live the life of a fugi- nobler qualities than mere brutal force 

tive and vagabond. Ever since that his- domineering over the lesser elements be- 

torical day when the earth reeked with cause of better adaptation to environ- 
blood and the first soul of man was hurled ments. The conqueror with his clinking 
into the Great Beyond, the vaults of armor, the slayer triumphantly treading 

heaven echoed and re-echoed the same in the gore of his victim, the brute ruling 

cold, heartless answer from teeming mil- the weakling, all these he saw passing 

lions who defiantly disclaimed their from the world’s big battering stage, be- 

brothers’ interests and recognized but their cause of the coming of the servants of 
own salvation as the primal end and pur- men, the low, the humble and the meek. 

pose of their existence. Ever since that Service, humble, unrewarded service is 

day fugitives and vagabonds roamed the now regarded as the stepping stone to 

ends of the earth, cowardly seeking seclu- success, as the means by which the world 
sion and protection from that much progresses most rapidly towards the ideal 
dreaded voice thundering incessantly: time when brotherly love shall reign su- 
“Where ts thy brother?” preme and souls wax strong through bonds 

However, through the course of time, of love that know no selfish ends. The 

champions arose who acknowledged a debt selfish man and his ilk have no place in 

to their fellow men and who bore hero- the world of today. They exist, of course, 

ically banishments, exiles, tortures, and but their lives, which may reach the de- 
even crucification, because of their love sired three score years and ten, are but 
for the people. In their own time they superficial, and they themselves live not 
were not appreciated, but now that their on in the memories of the next genera- 
works live on, now that the principles tion, nor does their work which they might 
they stood for have worked out success- have accomplished. John William Kaye 
fully, now that the people have torn them- had this type of man in mind when he 
selves from the iron shackles of oppres- said, “Selfishness is essentially suicidal. 
sive governments, both religious and polit- If it be true that heaven helps those who 
ical, now their name is exalted and their help themselves, it is no less true that 
statues raised from pole to pole. heaven helps those who help others.” 

These servants of men and their un- The significance of Cain’s answer is 
selfish, self-sacrificing labors prompted now understood and its destructive force 
Henry Churchill King to say: “You can now realized. “Am I my _ brother’s 
make no helpful fight for your own char- keeper?” “Yes,” says the world, and 
acter without beginning at once a service reaches out to help a suffering brother. 
for others.” He fully realized that service Humanitarianism has grown among the 
was one of the greatest things in the people and the servant of man has now 
world, that service was one of the most come into his own. 
influential factors in bringing about civili- Service may well be regarded as an art. 
zation. He set to thinking the would-be To be a good servant requires training 
evolutionists with their law of the survival as well as experience. If the service should 
of the fittest, which credits the beastly be effcctive, it must receive early atten-
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tion. Men must be trained in it early vidual are but temporary, but the fame of 
in life. When men are out in the world, the school in developing orators and de- 
acting their part in the big drama of life, baters lives on and on. Debating is a 
where “all the world’s a stage,” they must service. The mental pains and struggles 
be prepared for action. The preparation before the final contest are most intense, 
should be made when the mind and char- and after the contest the effects of the 
acter are susceptible to proper training. work still hang over. Here is a student 
When once the individual’s views are set activity most praiseworthy. The partici- 
and his course of action decided on, pant uses his spare time primarily for 
submissiveness to even big forces, submis- the purpose of raising the standard of his 
siveness to service, are almost out of the society and his school. There is no reward, 
question. Tyhe lifetime of the youth, his unless it is the cold, hard metal in the 
years of development to manhood, are the shape of mecals, which after all are but 
time for this kind of training for service. “vanity and vexation of spirit.” The 

The training grounds for service are, service, however, rendered to the school, is 
of course, the school, the college, the uni- invaluable. ‘The servant in this case has 
versity. The four years’ college course learned the priceless lesson of giving all 
practically completes the training period he has, his time, his energy, his genius, 
for most of the students who were for- without an iota of appreciation or recog- 
tunate enough to have had the opportunity nition. He has learned that his brothers 
to enter an advanced school of learning. demand his service, that he owes his serv- 

After this period the drama of life lies ice to the school, and without a murmur 
before, and although the first few years he burns the midnight oil to fulfill his 
must of necessity be spent in the capacity obligations. 
of an understudy, still the world awaits In athletics, which is the life of most 
the actor in due time. A college course schools, the participants are constantly 
may be called the last rehearsal for the doing something which demands unselfish 
big play, and upon the interest taken in it actions. The time it takes for training 
depends the future of the amateur. is often long and tedious. The training 

The opportunities offered in a univer- involves mental and physical exertion. 
sity for just this sort of training, service Night after night the football man, worn 
for men, for the commonwealth, for the out from the strenuous drills, throws him- 
nation, for the world at large, are many. self upon his couch, all the while glad 
Here at Wisconsin, the student activities to be thrashed that the team might be 
comprise one of the biggest, most note- better off on account of it. His last bit 
worthy parts of the university. In fact, of energy is given for the honor of Wis- 
it may be said that student activities consin. Who would belittle the athlete 
make, to a large extent, the school. The for his servic:s to his school? Who does 
advertising a school receives is largely not envy him? What are the honors to 
through the medium of student interests, be gained? To be sure, the hero is 
and Wisconsin’s name owes its renown thrilled for the moment when the bleach- 
largely to the fellows who are active, who ers roar in due appreciation of his acts, 
work to heap glory upon glory on their but does a noise, a roar, or even a portrait 
alma mater. Student activities are the in the Hall of Fame repay the fellow who 
big things at school. Student activities for three months gave his entire self to 
inject life into the institution. Who said: his school? Most certainly not. Again 
“Activity is the spirit of heaven, stagna- in this case there is no reward. The ath- 
tion breeds microbes of hell”? lete acknowledges himself his brother’s 

In a university activity means service. keeper. He works for their interest, for 
There are relatively few selfish ends to be the team, for Wisconsin. As it is with 
gained in being active in student life. football, so it is in all other athletic 
Activity means hard, earnest work, and events. Year after year our crews have 
the glory of it all goes to the school. In gone Kast, and year after year they have 
forensics, the honors gained by the indi- returned defeated. A year’s drill unre-
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warded. Wisconsin’s prestige, however, as of himself” They are ambitious to the 
the only western university with a fight- extreme. They live in their own little 
ing spirit, grows stronger and stronger. world and feel not the pulsating heart of 

The important lessons of service are the great university. They know their 

also taught in the fields of journalism, oWn name and possibly that of their m- 

From the cub reporter to the editor-in-  structor, but the names of men who are 
chief the continual ery in the ear, which sacrificing their time for the sake of the 
knows no ceasing from the moment the honor of the school are unknown to them. 

press turns out the first edition until the We have in this class the larger percentage 
end of the school year, is work, work, of “grinds.” They suck all the vitality 
work. A college course searecly requires out of the school and keep the servants 

as much work as service on the College busy im replenishing it. They know not 
Daily. No college course requires the in- that the fellow who is active in student 

tense attention, nor taxes the individual's interests is really infusing the blood ito 
mental capacity more. The magazines the institution which keeps it alive. Are 

which represent the more polished and they their brothers’ keepers? 
more carefully worked out productions in The second class, the minority, has the 
journalism, call for the most s:rious sort interest of the school at heart, and the 
of labor and most concentrative kind of | larger percentage of this class consists of 
work. Here again is a service without re- fraternity men. It is true that there are 
ward. The work is accomplishe in spare a number of non-fraternity men who are 
time, in late hours of the night, ves, col-  ‘talive,” but the fact remains that the 
lege work, high marks in classes, are gladly most active men at Wisconsin are fra- 
sacrificed for the benefit of the publica-  ternity men. They appreciate college hfe, 
tions, and are careful in correctly proportioning 

In dramatics, too, the drill is long and their, collegiate work and their outside 
strenuous, and after the glare of the foot- activities. Their scholastic work is fully 
lights has vanished, the plavers are soon UP to the standard of outside students, 

forgotten, but the spirit of the play re- and besices they accomplish a host of 
mains in the memories of the audience, Other things. The reason for this is, of 

and the fame of the school in dramatics Course, that a fraternity freshman is made 
is heightened. Musie requires time. We 0 feel that the school demands and de- 
listen with cager ears to the melodies of Serves his services. He is urged to try 
the symphony orchestra and the band, but out for this event and the other, while a 

how many of us know the players or dream 2on-fraternity man enters school without 
of the hours of practice which made our tus sort of coaching. 
enjoyment possible? Our university band Let us give the fellows eredit who de- 
receives little credit, if anv, for its work. serve it. If fraternities serve the school, 
We all want the band, but what do we give let us learn a valuable lesson from them. 
the band in return? At 5 o’clock in the If they give the proper life and spirit to 
morning it gathered last year to accom- the institution, let us do likewise. If they 
pany the crew to the station. Noremuner- are unselfish and would rather give than 
ation for that. Here is just another ex- take, let us follow their footsteps and take 
ample of the immense opportunities a col- more interest in student affairs. Frater- 
lege man has to learn the big lesson of nitics have been repeatedly attacked and 

service without receiving tangible rewards. efforts made to place them in a bad schol- 
The field for service, then, at Wiscon- astic light. They have been aceused of 

sin, is a large one, but who are the serv- monopolizing the school. Why all this? 
ants? One can easily divide the student Jealousy, pure unadulterated jealousy, has 
body in two classes. The first class is been the reavon for these attacks. If we 
uninteresting. It works but for its own are not satisfied in having fraternity men 
selfish ends and cares nothing whatever highly represented in all the student 
about student activities. “I come first” is affairs, why not turn over an equal amount 
their motto. “The brother can take care of sacrifice and become contestants for
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prominent positions in student activities? took his time for studies and turned it 

The field for service is here. If frater- over to the student body. We probably 

nity men monopolize the field it is because pitied him as he left, but nevertheless we 

they are the most willing servants, more know that he must make good. He tried 

interested in the fame of the school than to help others and forgot himself. 

in their own accomplishments. : ; Book learning has its value. It is a 

Occasionally a student falls behind in |). 
‘ : ; - requisite to a degree, but the lesson of 

his studies on account of his heavy out- ervicé has a preate ec ab de gueanmntts 
. : , Pee service has a greater vé : r S 

side interests. We have all seen him wind ti a ce “es ‘ 7 - t 2 1 ee 
: ; : 6 , 4 re W. ary 

his way to the railway station because he "0 1e life in the future when service 

misproportioned his class work and other alone 48 the qualification for an entrance 

interests. However, we cannot help ad- to a life worth while, a life of unselfish, 

miring the fellow. He has an unselfish self-sacrificing for our fellow man. Are 

heart. He works for no self-glory. He you your brothers’ keeper? 810r) you y 1 
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O’Connell’s Ch onne | S ance 

ROGER BALLARD 

You can’t blame a fellow for taking I have reeason to believe that he entered 

chances sometimes, especially if there is into it merely from a sense of duty, for 

something big at stake; and I may say © mechanical work was anything but con- 

that I rather admire the sublime nerve genial to his tastes. At any rate, he 

which often led Terrence O’Connell to acquired knowledge slowly, that is certain, 

trifle with Fate the way he did. But for after four months of puttering around 

maybe that’s because I know Terrence, one of the downtown garages that were 

and would back his discretion and chance run in connection with the factory, he was 

of success with every dollar I own. still confusing his controller with his com- 

We were together for three years at mutator, and had managed to smash up 

college, were room mates in fact, and came no fewer than five cars in his efforts to 

to know each other as only room mates run them about town. He was preity 

‘can. His clothes just fitted me and mine thoroughly disgusted with himself, but in 

him, a fact which might have led to untold accordance with O’Connell nature, he 

dissension, but which proved in our case stuck doggedly to it, and every day found 

to be rather a bond of union. him spending part of his time at the 

Everybody thought a lot of Terry; he garag?, pulling some machine to pieces in 

was Irish—that may have been the reason. a vain attempt to learn its geography. 

He wasn’t all Irish, to be sure, and that Now, no normal man who has spent his 

was the greatest regret of his life; but he early life as Terrence had in sports and 

had all the keen humor and wit that any pastimes of every description, can break 

son of Old Erin is heir to, with the fur- off his old habits and bury himself in even 

ther good fortune—though he always the pleasantest sort of work at a moment’s 

maintained it was his worst ill luck—of notice. In this respect Terry was hope- 

having escaped the appearance of being lessly normal, and furthermore the busi- 

Irish. He was handsome, unusually hand- ness of dissecting machinery day after 

some, not one of your pretty boys with day was far from pleasant. It is not to 

conventional features and well trained be wondered then that almost every beau- 

hair; but nobody seemed to count that tiful afternoon found him on the golf 

against him. course or the tennis court, and almost 

Well, after we had been three years at every night saw him at the theater, or 

the university, and he had become the mingling in some way with the society 

most popular and influential man on the that claimed him for its own. 

campus, his father died, and Terry thought Terrence enjoyed himself immensely. 

he ought to give up his studies to learn Again, he was a prime favorite and 

the business that had been left him. Old scarcely realize it. In fact, something 

Patrick O’Connell had started manufac- soon occurred which so occupied his mind 

turing buggies and wagons soon after com- that he scarcely realized anything, save 

ing to this country, and when the building that he was consumed by a new desire—a 

of automobiles became an established in- desire more profound than any he had 

dustry, he had formed a company, of ever experienced. And that was to meet 

which he was the head, to put the “Con- Her. 

nell Car” on the market. It was this busi- He had been dragged to the theater 

neas which Terrence set himself to learn one night by a party of friends, and find- 

a few months after his father’s death had ing the play a terrible bore, was looking 

made him head of the O’Connell clan. forward eagerly to the final curtain, when
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his wandering attention fell on a group in girl, merely from having watched her sur- 
the box immediately across the house. Be-  reptitiously on every occasion. 
side a distinguished looking old gentleman He knew, of course, who she was, for 
with a military mustache and thin gray it was a very simple matter to find out 
hair, sat a girl who impressed Terrence that the machine he had seen at the thea- 
as being quite the most attractive creature ter belonged to a certain Colonel Claypool, 
he had ever seen. Her hair—but then whose hair was thin and gray, and who 

that’s Terry story and one that only he wore a military mustache. Nor was it 
can do justice to. Ill not attempt to de- hard to find that this gentleman, with his 
scribe her, but will merely say that she daughter, had recently moved to town 

was more blond than brunette, and will from New York. This much and a little 

hand down Terry’s verdict that she was more he learned from remarks dropped 

the likeliest winner in the free-for-all race by the colonel’s chauffeur on those rare 
for Perfection. . occasions when he brought the car in for 

After that the play went much too fast, repairs. But as Terrence told me after- 

and the only thing which kept Terry from ward, he never could make up his mind 

appearing actually rude in his scrutiny of to pump information from a servant con- 
the girl was the semi-darkness that con- cerning such a girl. 
cealed him. After the play he saw her About this time Terry decided to buckle 

again for but a moment. The crowd as down to work with a will. He began to 
it poured out from the foyer carried him spend more time at the garage, and actu- 
toward the curb as she was being handed ally began to show some promise of learn- 
into an automobile by the gentleman of ing the difference between a cylinder and 

the gray hair,and by a good looking young a gas tank. He hadn’t seen Her for three 

fellow whom Terrence had frequently seen weeks, and was chafing terribly under his 
on the golf course. As he passed he had beastly luck, when the Fates which had 
time for but two things, to hear her say, tormented him so long were careless 
laughingly, “I’m so glad you have come, enough, or kind enough, to give him an 
dear; you have neglected me shamefully opening. Slight as it was, he seized it 
all week, you know,” and to notice that the with the desperation of a drowning man. 
machine was a Connell Car that he had It happend in this way: 
frequently seen at the garage. He had been working around the garage 

Ordinarily it was a simple matter for one exceptionally fine Saturday morning 

Terrence to meet whoever he chose; but for two hours, getting in everyone’s way 

though he frequently saw his new found and ruining a perfectly good car by his 
Ideal at the theater, and once or twice on attacks upon it. At last he stood back, 
the links the same young man (for whom wrench in hand, contemplating the wreck 
Terry had conceived the most unreason- he had made, and wondering if he had 
able dislike) he was never able to find not earned the right to go out for a game 
anyone who could bring about an intro- of golf. He was still debating this 

duction. Once he saw her at a reception, weighty problem, when he became aware 

and once again at a dance, but just as he that he was listening to the unusual sound 

was congratulating himself that at last of a woman’s voice. Terry glanced in- 

he was to succeed in his efforts, something stinctively toward the superintendent’s 

turned up to thwart him. It really grew office. There by the doorway stood that 

to be a serious matter with the poor fel-  official—a burly, pleasant Scotchman they 

low; he had always kept his head level called Bobbie Burns—listening attentively 

and his heart whole, but that very fact to the eager explanations of a young lady 

now militated against him. He was hard whom Terry knew at once, though her 

hit, as they say, and he knew it, and back was toward him, to be his girl of 

recognized the foolishness of it, but at the the theater. 
same time he had to admit the fact to Perhaps you have experienced the sen- 

himself. Terry was not a bad judge of sation that comes with the unexpected 

character, and he felt more than certain realization of a long cherished wish; if 

that he knew a very great deal about that so, you can know something of how Terry
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felt. The delight at seeing her once more his face. “O’Connell, you're a reckless 

and the mortification over his appearance devil,” he voluntcered, “but I like your 

in his greasy khakis were blenced into nerve. Here’s wishing you luck with the 

the one overwhelming desire to turn his machine, and the girl. Keep your head, 

previous failure into success. From where and don’t set fire to the gasoline.” 

he stood he could hear easily every word Terry raced into the wash room more 

she said, and he listened shamelessly. excited than he had ever been in his life. 

“You see, our chauffeur left us only ‘He wanted to put on the suit of soft gray 

yesterday,” she was saying, “and this flannels that hung in his locker, but de- 

morning I have a letter from father, who cided that they were scarcely in keeping 

has been East, saying he is now at our with his new role. Instead, he climbed _ 

summer home in Geneva, and asking me into a clean suit of khakis, which—though 

to run down with the car. I’m afraid I he did not know it—were vastly more be- 

never could take it down alone, so I came coming, and a moment later presented 

to see if you could furnish me a chauffeur himself at the office. 
for the trip.” The car, which had been left at the 

- Burns thrust his hands into the deep garage several days before, had been run 

pockets of his jacket, and buried his chin out to the curb and was already waiting. 

in his collar, while he mentally reviewed ‘Terry has often assured me that as he 

the situation. “There’s George Martin,” handed Miss Claypool into the tonneau 

he offered at last. “Maybe he could go. he felt more satisfied with life than when 

If you'll just step into the office, ma’am, he made a fifty-yard run and touchdown 

and make yourself comfortable a moment, against Chicago. Maybe that was why he 

I'll see whether he’s here.” forgot to crank the machine; at any rate 

She thanked him, and did as he sug- it was not till he had shoved every lever 

gested. and pressed every pedal that he remem- 

No sooner had Bobbie Burns bowed bered. He saw Bobbie Burns in the door- 

himself out of the presence of his visitor way trying hard to control his laughter, 

than he was seized by the shoulders and and as he climbed out of the car he imag- 

swung around face to face with Terry. ined that there was a trace of a smile 

“Never you mind looking for George, on Miss Claypool’s face, but he dared not 

Bobbie,” said Terrence, coolly. “I think look to make sure. 

Vl run that car of hers down to Geneva; She had given him an address on Sheri- 

so if you will just go back and tell her dan Road as their first stop, and he rightly 

it’s all right, I’ll wash up and be with surmised that they were to take on some 

you in a minute.” luggage. Contrary to his fears, the car 

The big Scotchman’s eyes opened with ran beautifully, and by the time he had 

wonder, and he spluttered helplessly in drawn up neatly beneath the porte-cochere 

his efforts to find words that would express of her home he began to regain his con- 

his amazement. fidence. 

“Why, you—you—you bloomin’ idiot,” To his unspeakable satisfaction, the 

he bellowed, “do you mean to say you'd trunk and boxes, which two servants de- 

risk that girl’s life and yours by trying posited in the tonneau, so completely filled 

to run that machine fifty miles over coun- that portion of the car, that when Miss 

try roads?” Claypool appeared a few minutes later in 

“Oh, I dont’ think it is going to be such a long pongee coat and an auto veil, there 

an awful risk,” Terry said cheerfully. “Be- was no room for her save in the seat by 

sides, it’s fine weather, and I wouldn’t his side. 

mind an outing at all; and then she sim- Terry tells me that as they wheeled out 

ply has to get to Geneva, you know. If into Sheridan Road once more and he 

you'll just run her car out of the garage threw on full speed, it was as much as he 

and head it in the right direction, I think could do to keep from letting out a rous- 

Fil be able to manage it all right.” ing whoop and swinging his cap like a 

: The superintendent shook his head ad- mad man. What he did do was to open 

a miringly, while a grin spread slowly over the muffler by way of celebration, and
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shoot down the road like a comet. After out into the country, skimming along over 

three policemen had called to him to stop, the smooth roads, whirling past pretty 

prudence reasserted itself, and he slowed _ little farm houses and through bits of 

down to something like rational speed. woods, where the sun painted dancing pic- 

erry was rather ashamed of himself, for tures on the dark green hood of the 

his boyish exhibition, and could not sum-  raidator. 

mon courage to look at the girl by his Terry pondered the matter deeply. He 

side. But in a moment more she was had not anticipated any such difficulty as 

speaking to him. this. He had not realized the obstacles 

“Oh, that was glorious,” she cried, her he was raising when he had assumed the 

eyes sparkling as she adjusted her veil. character of chauffeur. He had only seen 

“Father never will let Dorsey go faster an opportunity to be with the girl whom 

than a walk, and I hate to poke along he wanted to know, and he had seized it 

that way. Do it again when we get out blindly. 7 

into the country, will you, please ?” He was still wondering what to do next, 

Terry wanted to say so many things at when he became aware that something 

once that he finally compromised with, was wrong with the machine. He had 

“Whatever you say, Miss.” He had in- thrown the throttle over, little by little, 

tended to say “Miss Claypool,” but at the until they should have been making forty 

last second his courage failed. An instant miles an hour, but instead, they had 

later he would have given anything to dropped down to a little more than ten. 

have said it, for he saw he had spoken ‘Terry felt a chill run up and down his 

like a chauffeur to the manner born, and spinal column. He was certain that 

he could see by the way in which she something was radically wrong with the 

drew herself up that he had made her car, and he was equally certain that he 

realize the difference between their posi- would never be able to put it right even 
tions, and had lost ground accordingly. if he should happen to find out what the 

For the next ten minutes not a word trouble was. He almost held his breath 

was said,but Terry was thinking hard and as he watched the speedometer; the throt- 
cursing himself artistically. He did not tle was wide open now, but slowly the 
intend to lose the engagement merely be- hand on the dial registered their dimin- 
cause the first skirmish had gone against ishing speed. He wondered whether Miss 
him, but he sought in vain for an open- Claypool noticed that something was 
ing. wrong, and what she would say when he 

“Your car runs nicely today,” he ven- was unable to solve the problem. 
tured after several false starts. He decided to stop the now crawling 

She nodded disinterestedly and ap- machine rather than “wait for the old cat 
peared absorbed in pulling on her gloves. to die,” and trying to assume a matter 

-  “Tt?s really remarkable what these Con- of fact tone, he said: 
nell Cars will stand; don’t you think so?” “I’m afraid there is something the trou- 
he queried. ble with the car, Miss Claypool. We'd 

Called upon for a reply in this way, better stop for a few moments till I look 
Miss Claypool admitted that they did be- her over.” 
have rather well when well handled, but “Oh, dear,” she cried, with true femi- 
expressed her preference for the De Lux. nine alarm, “I hope it’s nothing serious. 
Again she became interested in her gloves What’s wrong?” 
and forgot to pursue the conversation. Terry ran the crawling machine to one 

Terry winched under the gentle but quite side of the road, and brought it to a halt 
evident rebuke that her manner expressed, before he answered. 
yet he admired her the more for it. Again “Why, I think there is some trouble 
they drove ahead in silence, he pretending with the tires,’ he hinted vaguely. “Or 
to be occupied by something about the p»rhaps the transmission is out of whack. 
machinery, while she merely hummed One never can be sure, you: know,” he 
softly to herself and watched the flying adced as if by inspiration. — OS 
landscape. By this time they were well No sooner had the machine come to 4
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dead stop, than Miss Claypool jumped to braiding long whisps of grass into a sort 

the ground and surveyed the rebellious of whip, he could not tell by her face. 

car. “Oh, that’s scarcely possible,” he said 

“Tt looks all right from here,” she an- with more assurance than he dared feel. 

nounced. “Still it might be; ll see.” 

“Yes, doesn’t it,” agreed Terry, who He stepped back to the seat, lifted it, 

had extricated himself from the steering nd peered into the tank beneath. “Why, 

gear, and taken a similar point of vantage. bless my soul, it is pretty low ; there’s only 

“Tires are all right,” he added cheerily, couple of inches in the bottom. Maybe 
after walking around the car and giving I'd better get some more while I can. 
each one a kick in passing. “Must be the Would you mind waiting here alone just a 

transmission, don’t you think so?” minute till I run over to that farm house 

“I’m sure I haven’t any idea; I’m not for a pail or two? ? a 
much of a chauffeur, you know,” replied &N ot in the least. I’d rather like it, I 

his companion, and then added by way of *hink, she said cruelly. 
proving her statement, “Perhaps it’s a Terry felt very uncomfortable and thor- 

spark plug.” oughly defeated as he started off across 

“Why, to be sure, maybe it is. I’ll look the meadow, but the girl watched him 

and see in just a moment.” smilingly, and laughed softly when he was 

Terry would have been only too glad -out of hearing. She stood up, brushed the 

to look right away, but unfortunately he bits of grass from her coat, and walked 

had forgotten in what region of the mon- che. to the dismantled car. pBending cown 

ster a spark plug would probably be lo- oT thought ae he Sau, hed a What . 

cated. He realized, however, that inac- , “he : he ele saugned. au @ 

tivity was fatal, so extracting a full kit unny poy ne 18. . 

of tooks, he spread them on the grass, took When Terrence returned a few minutes 
off his coat, and began to do the one later with two buckets of water splashing 

thing that he was fitted for—taking things over him at every step, he found every- 
apart. In a moment the hood was off, and thing as he had left it. The girl was still 
he was hammering away at the machine’s braiding grasses, but she looked up as he 

vitals. approached. 

Terry says that he felt as guilty during “Well, this. will help out some,” he 

the next half hour as if he had been said, as cheerily as he could. “Tm terri- 

caught cribbing in a final exam. Miss bly sorry that you are being delayed this 

Claypool had seated. herself on a grassy W4Y- 
bank a few feet away, and leaning back on “Father doesn’t expect me till late this 

her daintily gloved hands, was regarding evening, so we've plenty of time still,” she 
him quizzically. He dared not look at answered. 

her, but he was quite sure she was laugh- “Oh, yes,” he lied, encouragingly, “we'll 

ing at him, and began to feel more uncom- be started very soon now, I think.” 

fortable than even the extreme heat of the “Do you always carry water in your 

day would warrant. He worked away gasoline tank?” she inquired naively. “Be- 

feverishly—desperately—not caring what cause,” she continued, “unless you’ve tried 

he did so long as he was doing something. it before, and are quite sure it works all 

There was an appalling array of bolts, right, I wouldn’t risk it now.” 

screws and tubes rapidly collecting about Terry stopped as he was about to 

him, and he wondered vaguely what he empty ‘the buckets into the tank he had 

would do when he could find nothing else investigated, and looked at her shame- 

to remove. facedly. Weak and helpless from this 

Again the girl came to his aid with a sudden blow, he set the pail down slowly 
eugpestion. “Perhaps the water is getting and blushed furiously. A second later 

a bit low,” she volunteered demurely. Miss Claypool’s merry laugh stung him 

Terry wondered whether she was mak- to action. He jerked off his cap and 

ing fan of him, but as she was busily threw it savagely to the ground as he
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strode over. to the bank where the girl “And you saw my pins!” he inter- 

was seated. rupted. 

“Miss Claypool,” he began, “I have an “Exactly ee 
_ apology to offer you.” But how did you know that my name 

The girl opened her eyes inquiringly. was O’Connell ?” . 

‘ »” as “Tp t “Please be patient,” she pouted prettily. 

Yes, I have, ne aay te. frst “You see I have a very favorite cousin 

a chauffeur at all. don't oy, € ATS’ who goes to Wisconsin, too, and he hap- 
thing about an automobile, and I’ve taken t wear the same cort 0 f a fraternity 

a mean advantage of you, and risked your Pen* th ' ar ’ So I couldn't hel 

life by attempting to run that machine. ati vat, you Co. ° P 

I can’t explain to you why I did it—you eer h d jumped to his feet. 

wouldn’t understand, and it wouldn’t help even do 2° ped u Li? h xclaimed 

any. But now my bluff is called, and “Wh ou he?” mean 1b" he exclaims 

Pll have to admit that I’ve not the slight- —".35).¢ interrupt me so’ much.” laughed 
est idea in the world what ails your car.” the girl, “LP a to that  vesontl 99 

He was ready for a terrible outburst, but Te gim. bsi ded coming to P J: 

none came. Instead, the girl smiled and eT had hear d him speak of you ever s0 

motioned him to sit down. often—which was only natural, since he 
“You don’t have to tell me that, Mr. j,oomed with you for three years.” - 

O’Connell,” she said quietly . “Pve rea- “Billy Carter!” asserted Terrence em- 

lized it for some time. phatically, grasping Miss Claypool’s hands 

Fortunately Terry had seated himself, and shaking them so enthusiastically that 

or he would certainly have fallen when she could not even remonstrate. “Bully! 

she spoke his name. Why didn’t you tell me?” : 
“Who told you my name was O’Con- “T’ll never be able to tell you anything 

nell?” he demanded. “Burns gave me if you take away my breath like that 

away after all, did he? Wait till I see again,’ she said, between gasps. “Be- 

him !” . sides, I haven’t finished my story yet, and 

She laughed gaily. “Now don’t be hard You're terribly rude to interrupt.” 
on Mr. Burns,” she commanded, “for he PH not do it again,” he promised, 

didn’t give you away at all; and besides, just go on. ; ; 

he’s an old friend of father’s—that’s why “Well, you see, he has described his 
I went to him for a chauffeur—and [ wonderful room mate to me over and over 

won’t have him abused.” and T’ve seen lots of pictures in wich fou 

‘ » aaid - . ure—an now some very interestin; 

« The deuce!” said ‘Terrence, feelingly. stories about you, too,” che. threatened: 

If P’d only k nown that a few months shaking her finger at him. “So it wasn’t’ 

ago ft wougnt pave made Ante kn ow so very strange that I should recognize 
me thes 09 J: J you as the Terrence O’Connell I had heard 

“ , about for three years, after I had seen 
Shall I tell you? It was very easy, your frat pin, was it? Especially as Bil- 

and you helped me beautifully. To begin lv’s last letter mourned the loss of his 
with, a college man is different from a dear old Terry, who had stopped college 
coachman or a chauffeur, someway—don’t to learn the automobile business.” ~ 
you think so? And I couldn’t help notic- “And who hasn’t succeeded very well,” _ 

ing that you didn’t act as Dorsey, our he supplemented. “So you are Billy. Car- 
last man, did at all. You nearly deceived o7’s cousin! Think of it! You must be 
me once, when you called me ‘Miss,’ and the one he was always telling me I 
I thought maybe you were one after all. ought to meet. Why, you must be the 

took off sour cab broke down, and you girl he took to Prom last year . when 
was laid up with scarlet fever. Can 

Terry glanced down at his flannel shirt, you beat that, now? Here I’ve been — 
where his college and fraternity pins trying my best to meet. you for two 
sparkled innocently in the sunshine. _. months, and I ought by. rights to -have
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known you a year ago. I might as well machine will run beautifully, as a Connell 

confess that it was only because I was Car should.” 

having such a hard time to meet you “Marjorie, you are a cruel, cruel girl; 

that I imposed myself on you this morn- you knew what was the trouble all the 

ing, Miss Clay— No, by Jove, I shan’t tims, and yet you let me worry and broil 

call Billy’s cousin Miss Claypool. You’ve away there in the sun, making a fool of 

always been Marjorie to Billy and me; I myself for half an hour. I'll never, never 

don’t have to change now, do I?” forgive you.” 

“I hope not,” she laughed, “for I’m “Oh, yes you will, Terry,” she replied 

afraid I never could call you anything but gayly. “Come on, let’s fix it.” 

Terry.” An hour later the two had managed, 

“Good!” he cried, beaming. “And now after many mistakes and much merriment, 

we'll have just the best times ever, won’t to put everything back as it had been 

we? You play golf and tennis, and you before Terry’s invasion, and the machine 

ride, and you enjoy the theater— By the responded beautifully to the cautious 

way,” he broke off suddenly, “I want to cranking he gave it. 

ask you something.” “We're off again,” she cried, clapping 

“What is it, Terry?” her hands, “and I’m going to drive, 

“Who is that fellow who is always play- ‘Terry, because, though you may be the 

ing golf with you, and who met you at best fullback Wisconsin ever had—as Billy 

the theater with this car about two months says you are—I’m not going to give my- 

ago?P? self into vour hands again—at least not 

- “Do you mean Jack Nespor? He’s a just now,” she added, as an afterthought, 

cousin of father’s. Why do you ask?” and then bit her lip. 

“Oh, I don’t know,” said Terry, im- “Go ahead; my surrender is complete, 

mensely relieved. “I just thought he Marjorie,” said Terrence. “Take com- 

looked like a nice sort of fellow, I guess. mand whenever you choose, but I warn 

But what are we going to do about this you, my submission is only temporary. 

beastly car? We can’t stay here forever— I’m going to win out in the end.” — 

much as I’d like to; but J certainly don’t Which, of course, was a very bold and 

know what’s the trouble.” pointed thing for him to say, but as I 

“T believe, Mr. Chauffeur,” said Mar- told you in the beginning, I’d back Terry’s 

jorie, saucily, “that if you take the trouble chances with every dollar I own, and in 

to unclog the pipe that crains your car- this instance I happen to be on the inside 

buretor, and succeed in putting back all track, and I know that those chances are 
those things you have taken off, that our what I’d call mighty good. 

Song 
GLENN WARD DRESBACH 

: a Here have we heard the hill wind’s song, 
And the patter of sweet rain; 

Here where we roamed, and O how long 

. Ere we come again! 

Here have we heard the water’s throb, 
Sor And the mated birds rejotce; 

- Now all the winds and waters sob , 

ee As I wait your voice. . ms
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A Little Known Type of Football 

G. L. L. . 

In England, unlike America, there is “backs,” two on each wing, and the re- 

no universal type of football; in fact, al- maining four in th center. It is upon 

most all the colleges have their own indi- these centers thatthe real-drudgery- falls; 

vidual modifications. There are, how- while the theatrical gallery play éalls to 

ever, four distinct kinds—Rugby, Associa- the lot of the “wings” and “backs.” ° It is 
tion, generally called Soccer, the Eton the business of these centers alw#ayg: to be 
Wall game, the intricacies of which even within three yards of the ball; 80 as to bé 
the average Etonian fails to grasp, and able to block the player on'the other side 
lastly there is Harrow football, which is from kicking or running with it. It is to 
going to bore me for the next hour and their share that most of the “scramming” 
you for the next five minutes, granting, of falls. : 
course, that you will read to. the bitter end. You are allowed to tackle a man as you 

The rules and conditions of the game like provided you do not kick, trip, collar 

are of the simplest. The field is of ap- or in any way use your hands or feet upon 

proximately the same shape andsize as him. The usual tackle is a low crouch, 

the American gridiron. The goals, called head down and_ shoulders out, aimed 

for some unknown reason, bases, are two straight at the-opponent’s middle, who 
upright posts with no cross bar. You may will land flat on his back or will perforce 
kick a base as high or as low as you like, take a running dive over the tackler’s 
or rather as you are able. The ballisofa head. Other popular tackles are taking 
wierd and awful shape, a kind of inflated a flying leap at your opponent’s shoulders 
discus or a much sat on basketball, only and hurling yourself at his legs. 
much larger and about five times as heavy. The object of the game is to get the ball 
Imagine this monstrosity when soaked! through the base, which is generally done 
You know it rains all fall and winter in’ by dribbling it through or by receiving 
England! The ball may only be handled “Yards” near base and making a drop 
before it has bounced. If caught in this goal, each of which count one point. If 
way on the “full-pitch” it entitles the one team gets five points before the other 
catcher to a free kick or to start dribbling has scored, the match is considered as 
it. He can, in fact, do what he likes with finished, even if the game has only been in 
it within a radius of three yards. By the progress a few minutes. It is a far 
way, while catching the ball he must greater disgrace to be “licked off” than 
shout out “yards.” It is in fact the same to have a score of ten to one against one’s 
as making a “heel” in English Rugby, or team. 
a “fair catch” in the American game. The game lasts one hour and ten min- 

One of the most important differences utes. The teams change ends after every 
is that the ball is dribbled, kicked or base, no interval being allowed. If 
pushed along but never carried in the neither side has scored by half ‘time, the 
arms. teams change ends. When there is no 

The off-side rule is that of English score at the end of the prescribed seventy 
Rugby; you have to be behind the man minutes the teams change ends - again, 
on your side who kicked the ball last. Of playing for another ten minutes. If the 
course if one of the other side has touched game is still scoreless the teams again 
it you are put on-side. change end for another ten minutes’ play. 

_ ‘There are eleven players on a side, three .In the rare case when no decisive score
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has been made after this extra twenty ever sounds somewhat paradoxical to one 

minutes, the whole game is replayed on a accustomed to the American game. The 

following day. It is a physical impossi- explanation is that the third time a player 

bility for any oa to. tussle of after has violated any of the rules he is turned 

ninety mmanutes without any prescribed in- of the field and no substitute allowed. 
terval for rest. Thus - ad ot he wetned 

The chief beauty of the game is that 1s any a vantagt that may be gainec 

dirty work is almost impracticable. The by a foul play is taken away, and the 

fact that there are no penalties whatso- players are careful not to commit one. 
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A Social Necessity 

GEO. W. EHLER, DIRECTOR DEPT. OF PHYSICAL TRAINING 

I. of the primary reasons for the universal 
Many and various reasons have been neglect of the most natural method of pre- 

given for physical training as a part of the serving health and an essential factor in 

curriculum of a school or college. Here- the development of an efficient individual. 

tofore these have been based almost ex- It remained for the German Jahn to 

clusively upon the need of the individual revive again in a practical way the prac- 

as an individual and only incidentally or tice of physical training as a part of. the 

indirectly upon his relation to other per- normal man’s every day life. His meth- 

sons. 1¢ is our purpose in this article to ods led to the development of new appli- 

review somewhat the history of physical anccs and methods of activity adapted to 

training from the standpoint of the rea- the conditions of indoors, and the hand- 

sons that have been given for it, in order ling of large bodies of people in small 

that we may bring out more clearly the spaces during short periods of time. His 
principles guiding the Department of exercises became in time predominantly 
Physical Training in working out its of a type in which the body was supported 
plans for Wisconsin. by the arms, while various movements of 

From the beginning of its history the the legs and trunk were performed upon 
need of muscular activity as a funda- such apparatus as the horizontal and par- 
mental factor in the maintenance of the allel bars, the horse, buck, ladders, ropes, 
individual’s health has been the chief ar- rings, ete. Coincident with this was de- 
gument, particularly in the matter of peo- veloped the use of the wand and dumb- 
ple of sedentary lives. In the classic days bell by large classes of persons performing 
of Greece, the body was apostheesized, simultaneously. These appliances and 
every attention was given it and physical their use constituted the German System 

training was co-ordained with the mental of Gymnastics. They emphasized the 
training in the educational system of that exact performance of a multitude of move- 
day. The forms of exercise were almost ments with an infinite variety of combina- 
exclusively athletic as distinguished from tions worked out according to the pecu- 
gymnastics as we know the latter today, Jiarities of the appliance in a mathemati- 
and were natural types, including run- cally progressive manner. This system 
ning, jumping, wrestling, boxing, throw- was introduced into this country during 

ing the discus and the javelin, and chariot the *40s and for many years was the chief 
racing. It is to be noted that these were form of organized exercise. The class is 
all individualistic activities and that the unit in this system where all do the 
games involving team play were apparent- same thing. Athletic competition by indi- 

ly unknown. Inasmuch as each freeman vViduals was rigidly restricted and com- 
was a soldier and the game of war was petitive games of the team type were ex- 
frequently indulged in, there was less cluced entirely. Recreation, however, was 
need than now for exercising this phase urged as onc of its chief aims. 
of the play instinct in make-believe forms. During the formative period of Ger- 

Man later fell upon a time when the man Gymnastics, Sweden was the place of 
body was anathematized and its exercise development of another method of exer- 
in pleasurable ways was considered an in- cise which grew out of the experience of 
spiration of the Evil One. This doctrine Ling in applving movements to the cure 
has operated until now and has been one of disease. He devised many exercises
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and various peculiar pieces of apparatus The ideas regarding the function of 

with a view to securing the exercise physical training at this period were doubt- 

of specific groups of muscles. This less largely responsible for this attitude 

system was later modified for the use and served to greatly postpone the recog- 

of the normal individual under the nition of the place of athletics in physical 

exigencies of the classroom and took on training. A perusal of the physical train- 

a very rigid mechanical form. It was ing literature of that time shows that the 

introduced into this country first as dominant idea was one of Anatomy or 

the “Movement Cure” by physicians, and Anthropometry. It was a time when cm- 

later by Swedish teachers as the Swed- phasis was being laid upon all round de- 

ish System of Educational Gymnastics. velopment, and much protest was uttered 

The competitive principle was entirely against all forms of athletic specialism 

excluded from this system and recreation and the prevalent metho’s of athletic com- 

was distinctly Cenied as one of its pur- petition. By all round development was 

poses. meant a symmetrical development of the 

The early history of the propagation of muscles, that is, the left arm as large 

physical training in this country is very and as strong as the right, the right leg 

largely a record of the competition be- the equal of the left, and the like. The 

tween the advocates of these two systems application of this idea led to the practice 

to secure the: acoption of their methods of all exercises equally to the left and to 

in educational institutions. As a result the right and the attempt to develop ambi- 
we find the German system dominant in dexterity. 
the public schools of western cities and This idea of symmetry led to the very 

until recently the Swedish system in the great emphasis of the physical examinga- 

east. In the women’s colleges the Swedish tion, the taking of fifty or more different 

system has possession of almost the entire measurements of the body, the accumula- 

field, subject now, however, to considerable tion of vast quantities of statistics and 
modification by reason of the introduction their compilation into Anthropometric 

of the athletic idea. Tables. From these Tables conclusions 

While a department of physical train- were drawn as to what the proportions of 

ing had been established at Amherst about the various parts of the body ought to be, 

1860 and at Bowdoin, Yale and Harvard and led to the attempt to affect the growth 

during the ’70s, physical training did not and development of the various bones and 

come to be a question of any prominence muscles in order to bring the individual 

in the collegiate world until after 1880, into conformity with this unknown Ideal 

and then coincident with the recognition form that was invoked through the meas- 

it begain to receive as a hygienic measure, uring tape and the higher mathematics. 

we find rapidly increasing attention given Every student was measured and charted 
it by educators and college facultics and and prescribed for accordingly. 
the beginning of definite provision for it In order to carry this idea into execu- 

in the way of gymnasiums and athletic tion a new system of special appliances 
fields. At that time are to be noticed was invented - and we have the pulley 

two developments taking place that have weights of many kinds, devised to apply a 
characterized the physical training move- resistance to the contraction of any par- 
ment ever since; one, the introduction ticular muscle or group of muscles and 
through faculty action of gymnastics— so secure its development to the exclusion 
German or Swedish, or a combination of of others that might not need it as shown 
these or some other hybrid—as physical by the “chart.” This meant purely me- 
training; the other, the rapid rise of inter- chanical movements in which most indi- 
collegiate athletics through student action, viduals took no interest and the perform- 
unrecognized as having any value as physi- ance of which they shirked whenever pos- 

_. eal training, but seen to be such a counter sible. Later mathematical studies showed 
_ attraction to gymnastics as to require the most anthropometry to be of no real value, 

latter to be made compulsory in order that as it was based on erroneous principles. | 
students would participate in it. _ During this period were established sev-
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eral schools for the training of directors circulation, respiration and excretion 

of physical training, and in them was chiefly. The anatomical aspect of physi- 

begun original investigations of the func- cal exercis? was reduced generally to those 

tions and metho.’s of physical training considerations having to do with the cor- 

from the standpoint of the actual necds rection of deviations from normal posture 

of the individual. Among the early con- as seen in most persons who have had no 

clusions reached was that health did not training in this respect, and was specially 

depend on symmetry of arms and legs or emphasized only in the cases of those few 

the size or strength of the muscles, but individuals having marked deviations 

upon the soundness of structure and bal- from the normal in form or position. 

ance of function of the organs of circula- A further development in this period 

tion, respiration, digestion, excretion, and followed the discovery that specialization 

secretion. And further, it was seen that was not necessarily incompatible with 

if one needed a better heart or lungs he good health or symmetrical development, 

should perform exercises that required a but was a normal characteristic rather 

better heart or lungs, exercises, the per- than otherwise and that the best specialist 

formance of which would directly cause a was one what at the same time took the 

quicker heart beat and deeper breathing necessary precautions to insure the fullest 

in accordance with the physiological laws development of vigor and vitality. This, 

governing the performance of these func- together with the physiological point of 

tions. From these we were led to lay the view, led to a recognition of the hygienic 

emphasis on the exercise of muscles as value of the various forms of athletic 

physiological units rather than as anat- work and paved the way for their reintro- 

omical units, with reference to their func- duction as in classic times as definite fac- 

tions rather than their structure. tors in a scientific method of physical 

A direct result of this was the dropping training. 

in the case of all normal students of most (Nore—In the next number of the 

measurements, the emphasizing of the ex- Wisconsin Magazine the writer will take 

amination of the vital organs, and the ’e- up the discovery of the social aspect of 

termination as far as possible of the indi- the various forms of physical training, de- 

vidual’s degree of vigor and vitality. The scribe the new influence this has intro- 

pulley weight in its mutitudinous forms duced into the methods of physical train- 

began to move to the scrap heap, calis- ing and indicate the plans for developing 

thenic and apparatus exercises were de- the Department of Physical Training in 

signed with reference to their effects upon accordance with the principles elucidated.) 

Revelation , 

WALTHER BUCHEN 

My hand is over the Sun, 
Its shadow lies dark on the land, 

It strikes a chill to your heart— 
You weep and mourn for your heart, 

And cry for a curse on My hand, 
And say that there is no Sun— 

For the lands and the seas are dark. 

But should My hand ever fall, 
O, man of the blinking eyes, 

Your heart, your poor little heart, 
You think such a mighty heart, 

Would die as the young grass dies 
When fierce glares the puny sun. 

So My lands and My seas are dark!
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The Undergraduate Conscience 

KENNETH F. BURGESS 

When one has been a part of the stu- students, and that he had been told in 

dent body for five or six years, one may Milwaukce that in order to secure a con- 

perhaps be excused for moralizing a bit, tract he must offer illicit inducements. 

or at least for writing upon a subject Suffice it to say that he did not secure the 

which gives evidence of such a frame of contract. He was several years behind the 

mind. Sweeping changes have been made times. He was prepared only to deal with 

and so rapidly in student affairs and in- students of a vanishing generation. 

terests during this period, that one may Some five years ago class politics had 

also possibly be excused for attempting to the reputation of being exceedingly “rot- 

find some reason or central force which ten.” There were cries of “stuffing the 

has been back of all these movements. ballot box,’ and voting illegal proxies, 

There is a statement hidden away on and pulling off “snap” elections without 

page 54 of the University Catalogue with regular notice. Occasionally there was a 

which probably not twenty students are scandal to be aired. There was the 

familiar, and yet in a few words Presi- “Freshman Green Cap Case,” the Badger 

dent Van Hise has epitomized the spirit financial investigation, the management 

which: should prevail in the student body, of class purchasing committees and a 

and which, judging by external evicences, dozen others. 

has been growing mightily. It is: In those days the student body was di- 

“The government of the institution vided into three factions—those who were 

rests upon the inherent obligation of stu- indulging in sharp practices and petty 

dents to the University and to the State. grafts; those who were trying to check 

The University is maintained at the pub- them, and larger than both, the great 

lic expense for the public good. Those body of indifferent students. Since 
who participate in its benefits are ex- then—perhaps it may be too idealistic to 

pected, as a matter of honor, not only to say that it is by the same force of insur- 

fulfill the obligations of loyal members gency which has been sweeping over the 

of the institution, of the community, and state and country—this large body of in- 

of the commonwealth, but actively to aid different students has been diminishing, 

in promoting intellectual and moral in- 8'"8 members to a new force in under- 
terests. Every student owes to the public, gradu ate affairs which has worked re- 

in the form of superior usefulness to it, markable changes. 

both while in the institution and after. _ 1” those days the students were ham 
wards, a full equivalent of the expend- pered by the feeling that the faculty did 

iture in his behalf.” ae et ae ne nee oat ung 
ally no power or voice in governing 

corinne nt avant the undergraduate even the most minor details of their own 
. affairs. It was difficult for the voice of 

: Three years ago a representative of an student interest to reach the faculty ear, 
outside printing office came to one of the or if it did, to escape being labeled as 

Badger sub-chairmen and offered financial presumptuous and pigeon-holed. In suc- 
inducements if the student would use his cessive stages, the Student Conference has 
influence to secure the Badger printing grown in power and respect, the power 

contract. He was asked why he made the being based on sentiment at first, and a 

offer and said simply enough that it was year ago it evolved the Student Court. 

his first attempt to deal with Wisconsin Both have won respect.
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There’ have been problems, but some-  sp:aker then asked for a vote of his class- 

how they did not prove so difficult of solu- mates on the subject, and they thundered 

tion as some of the pessimists, among a unanimous vote asking the man to with- 

them some faculty members, would have draw before they would proceed. That 

predicted. And thus far it may be said evening a Princeton student resigned 

without contradiction, that the STU- from the University and went to his home 

DENT BODY HAS NEVER FAILED or elsewhere, and the incident closed. 

IN AN EMERGENCY. It is difficult to believe that here in 

This fall the Student Conference rep- the middle west we have not as much 

resentation has been reformed and re- honor as in the east or south, or that to 

modeled. The present system rests upon us the lie and the cheat is less odious. It 

the idea that the students of the Univer- has grated on us to know that we must be 
sity can, and will, by the exercise of their suspected and watched, when twice a year 

franchise, clect good representatives to the we write our examinations. 
conference. Five years ago there was too But the question still remains—are we 

much gang politics and general apathy to ready for the change? An honor system 

have made such a system feasible. Today will create new problems. Will each man 

it appears to be the only fair and safe or woman be so dominated by the natural 

means devisable to obtain a really repre- code of honor that he or she will not only 

sentative group which will carry on ef- discourage any dishonesty, but will see 

fective work. that no offend:r goes unpunished? The 

The signs of the times indicate that the punishment would, of course, be inflicted 
average student is becoming fully alive to with as much delicacy and lack of pub- 

his privileges, duties and obligations. En- licity as possible, but inflicted it would 
rolled in the University, he is realizing have to be or the system would fail. 

that “those who participate in its benefits Would a change lead to perjury or at- 
are expected, as a matter of honor tempts to manufacture defenses? Would 
* %* to fulfill the obligations of the small group, the Fraternity, for in- 

loval members of the institution * * *” stance, fight to retain one of its men 
The student, feeling the responsibility caught cribbing, or would it on its honor 
which has been given him in answer to inspect the charges and if it believed 
his demands, has developed and formu- them to be against their member, quietly 

lated a code of honor and loyalty. He is advise him to withdraw? In the mixed 

becoming more of an American citizen Class of men and women, would a man 

than he was. ever appear as the complaining witness 

This state of facts raises the question against a woman, or a woman against a 
which must and will be thoroughly dis- man? 
cussed this fall, “Are we ready for an These are merely outline questions. A 
honor system in examinations?” And it good many of us believe that they would 
is fair to suppose that if the student body not present permanent difficulties. We 
can demonstrate that it is ready for it, believe that the Wisconsin student would 
the faculty will create it. be a Wisconsin student whether he was a 

_ There is a story of a Princeton exam- fraternity or non-fraternity member, 
ination, which may or may not be true whether he were called upon to pass judg- 
in its details, but which illustrates the ment on the biggest athlete or the most 
possibilities. There in a room full of obscure freshman, and that through it all 
students writing an examination, un- would feel that no matter what the posi- 
watched by the faculty, a student rose and tion in student life the offender occupied, 
asked that his classmates cease writing. if he had offended he had violated the 
there is a man in this room,” he said, code of honor of the student body, and the 
whom I have observed is cribbing. We obligation on page 54 of our catalogue, 

are placed here upon our honor as gentle- and that his connection with the Univer- 

men, and I ask that the man to whom I sity should then cease. 
refer withdraw from the room and from Certainly a few examples made—per- 
the University.” No one moved. The haps the entire student bocy would so
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adapt itself that there would never be an student body has kept its faith with itself 
example made—would give permanence to and with the faculty. The athletics have 
the system and the idea. It would lead been raised from the stigma of profession- 
to a growth of individual responsibility, alism, class politics from graft and not 
would condemn the guilty as far es neces- only the letter, but the spirit of the anti- 
sary to remove him from the college com- hazing rules have ben enforeed—en- 
munity and Wisconsin would occupy the forced not by three or five or a dozen stu- 
place of the first great state University to dents, but by the great body of student 

ri and make practical the honor sys- sentiment and conviction, which feels that 
em. } ta . “every student owes to the public, in the 

If, then, the movement which has been » 9° | Many ° I a 
a 5 form of superior usefulness to it, both 

going on and the spirit which has been hile inthe institution.and| afterwards. + 
crystallizing is now ready for the last and WlNe 1 Mle Instibution and’ abterwards, a 
biggest demand for student. self-govern- full equivalent of the expenditure in his 
ment, and is prepared to meet the situa- behalf,” and that “the government of the 
tions and problems which will develop, the institution rests upon the inherent obliga- 

matter should be given not only serious, tion of students to the University and to 

but resolved consideration. Thus far the the state.” 

Dark the Sea 

SHIGEYOSHI OBATA 

Dark the sea; so hast thou fears! 
O weak heart. 

Hopes all flee; so fall thy tears! 
O meek heart. 

Steer with faith, O my heart! 
Beyond is peace. 

“Should meet Death’! Why, my heart, 
Beneath, too, peace, 
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Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow 
R. E. COLEMAN 

I. He waited. Would she see him? Would 

. . she reeoenize i ? The ¢ agire vas 

They were bachelors and lived in an aii a = Boa — 
ae : ; é “inally he ventured, ras re- 

adjoining apartment in one of the bo- ick 1 Te , it venture ‘ene q ie he 
: : . : , ce > we vay in silence a 2 

hemian sections of Paris. Every day the took hi . if to ¢ lon a be a i‘ the edee 

older could be seen taking the same regu- * tl vad 2 “Why : oh se é ed 1 a 
, Rai : » gardens, a she treate 

lar course to his office in Rue Scribe, and °° "6 iy? "O la ul dae + I rea “ a 
: : : 50 ‘eruélly she ave remem- 

returning at the same time every evening. beeen: MAM spler Roe Dave Se 
. ' =, . bered him? Could she be married ? 

He was a quiet man, and loved to linger : ; 3 
. Shs . Francois Le Fevre, the older of the 

at the stands on the Quay while purchas- a . 
. 5 eS os two men, had invited him to a small 
ing some choice books. In his room, he : ie ae 

. oaitiee “4 ‘. a oe dinner party to meet a friend of hjis 
had the walls lined with dark bookcases ss : 1 ‘ 
ani sie : is ab cousin’s. It was to be at the Cafe ce la 
and the shelves filled with the best of the J, 7. y: : 

‘citing ninoenies Petit» Riche. THe dressed hurriedly, and 
classics. A. solitary Jamp at one end of : oe 

. : ah ao ‘ oa as was not in a very good frame of mind 
his mantl:piece threw a soft light on his : 3 

oe no Pr pe, when he met the party. However, his 
table. A grate, where a cheerful fire al-  , oe 

a . , — . . face changed when he was introduced to 
ways burned, was his main comfort. oe : 

“ the ladies, for one was—the girl. 

_ The other man was younger and en- So the younger man and the girl met. 

joyed the activities of life. At might, one \ strong friendship immediately grew up 
could find him at some cafe, sipping his jetyeen them. She was employed in a 

“Vin Rouge” with Marie or some other shop, and went and came at the same time 
acquaintance. One day he fell in love. every day. THe arranged to meet her in 

na] Pa ‘ \ . af 5 
It was on the train from St. Cloud. He the morning and evening, and as the days 

saw opposite the girl, a brunette—one of passed better relations were formed. They 

those girls whose eyes are 80 dark that went occasionally to the theater; some- 

they seem like particles of coal in a tray times to the cafes, and many times for 

of diamonds. The carriage was unoccu- walks up the Champs Elysees. Picnics 

pied except by them. His eyes traveled were planned, but she always had some 

to hers more than once, always restless, excuse to thwart their becoming realities. 

and when they met, she blushed and At last she gave in to his earnest pleading 

looked down and he noticed it. A spark that they go to the Restaurant-Boulant 
of love came suddenly into his heart. He for dinner some evening. 

tried to keep his eyes from her, but the TI. 

power of attraction was too great. He She was at the railway station first, 

was inivardly struggling with that desire which astonished him, but she said: “Be- 

to hold her in his arms although he had fore we go, Jean, I want you to promise 

never before seen her. me something.” 

One day not long afterwards, he was She suddenly reddened and trembled as 

walking in the Luxembourg Gardens, she continued: “TI will not go unless you 

thinking of the girl and wondering if he promise me that you will do strictly—that 

would ever see her again, when he espied you will be strictly conyentional.” 

a familiar face. She was seated on one He did not imthediately reply, unable 

of the benches, almost hidden in the to find words to express himself. He was 

shrubery. At first, he couldn’t remember disappointed. He would love her less, 

where he had seen that beautifil face be- yes, if her conduct were light, but what a 
fore, but the moment was fleeting, for happy; chatmhing experience. He sqiieezed 

soon the desire to speak was uppermost. her arm tenderly, and sid, “I promisé.”
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She seemed much relieved and smiled. Til. 

During the journey the conversation When he met her the next day she ap- 

was of the most general nature, as the car- peared changed. She seemed thinner. 

riage was filled. The sun shone brightly When they were alone, she said, “Please 

on the fields of flowers, and each ray don’t ask me the reason, but we must 

seemed to be reflected in their hearts. never see cach other again.” ‘Then he 

They were eager to talk of their love, and became excited, tortured by his love, and 

at last, when the little place was reached, promised to marry her. She said, “No,” 

and they got out, she said, “Please for- and went on her way. 

give me for what I said, but I wanted to He waited. As time passed the girl 

feel that everything was to be all right. went out of his thoughts and another 
Yow’ll forgive me, won’t you?” crept in. He became interested in his 

“Why, it is only natural,” he said, “but new love, and not long after, married her. 

you should not distrust me. It cut, but Their life was very peaceful, until one 

Tl forgive you.” day it was rudely jarred by the sudden 

“I appreciate what you have done for ®ppearance of Jean’s former friend. She 
me. It has been grand. I live so very came to him ready to accept his offer, but 

quietly with father. and he is so old and he did not respond. She did not under- 

has a good deal of ‘trouble. Iam not al- stand, and he did not tell her the reason. 

ways cheerful. I try to laugh and make Her heart was broken. All that, old love, 
the best of everything, but I do not al- which she had concealed from him, broke 

ways succeed. 1 hope you will not feel out afresh and with increasing strength. 

sorry you asked me to come” He was unable to know what to do. She 

-, . : continually haunted him. At last, he 
_He drew her towards him, and gently wade we tis wind His wife and he 

kissed her. She moved back abruptly, would T anve their esideiied They 

and _getting angry, exclaimed, “Oh, moved. The girl came, only to find the 
Monsieur Jean, to think that you would Howse: VACA * Ghe-went away: broken in 

"7 is 29 = 4 J g wv? 

break your promise ao-soon! . heart, and spirit to console herself with 
Silence followed and only occasional re- the remembrance of a pure love. 

marks were exchanged during the meal. The éldex of the two wen imew: the 

But after dinner they regained their good story anid he: worcied over the affair. It 

spirits, and were conversing in low tones was he who had been the means of their 
over their coffee about what things inter- enaatine Was he ‘ok ‘responsible? He 

ested both, when Jean leaned far over the wrestled 40 wave the. girl With a firm de- 

table and clutched her hand in his. She  johmination “he set out on his issih. 

aia pee Sree te apace i BO oo was “Day after day he met her and had de- 

Big eh Une ConversaHon: e came Closer, jightful talks. heir friendship grew 

and putting his arms about her, crushed rapidly, for she was in need of an older 

her in his a embrace. Their Tips friend and she was pleased that he took 

met in one’ t milling, mometary kiss. She such an interest in her. They would sit 

recoiled, her hair dishevelled, her eyes fo» hours in the cafes, reading his favorite 

sparkling. Her hands held his. She was selections and she became fond of his oft- 
frightened. She drew him toward her, joneated quotations. One night changed 
and hung to him frantically. Suddenly all. He asked her to marry him. She 

bee Hacer ee ee Gee out, “Don’t was thunderstruck. Nothing could have 

Eee ene THe NONE been farther from her thoughts. A big 
He was bewildered and pleaded to know lump came into he throat, her head 

the reason, but the girl was firm and they whirled. Must she choose between a 

went. He tried to console her, but she strong, true friend, who had been her 
kept saying, “Goodness, goodness.” He greatest help, one whom she liked to be 
vainly ‘urged her to stop, but now her with, who shielded her from every harm, 
cheeks were flushed, her eyes sunken, and who was her constant joy and life and the 
as soon as the Paris station was reached, desire at one time to marry the man she 
she left him without even saying good-bye. loved, a cherished desire nurished from
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infancy? That one day she would marry With a resigned feeling, he wandered 
the man of her childhood dreams had been through the darkened streets to his lodg- 
yg iti ¢ € fall? Tears . . her ambition. Had all to fall? Tears ings, and as he sat before the dying coals 

came and she rested her head on the table, i a sg) 
sobbing. He tried to comfort her, but 0! his meager fire, he thought, Life ts a 
availed little. Te then took her home. queer thing. 

Aftermath 

PAUL MAHONE 

They say the aftermath we reap is bitter, 
Its feeding rains fall as belated tears. 

Yet southward flying swallows pass and twitter 
Above the slopes where tares have grown for years. 

O, let me reap my aftermath unfearing 
With winds deep voiced o’er fields to stubble shorn; 

’Tis well to reap though poor the pay of reaping, 
’Tis ill to flood the fount of life with weeping, 

And o’er the hills of Hope I see my fields of ripening corn. 

I do not fear to sow for sheaves I covet, 
Though drouth may come, the rains have come before, 

And if but aftermath is grown, I love it— 
It bears the hearts of things I loved of yore. 

O, let me reap the harvest of my sowing; 
I do not fear the silly cries of woe; 
And if there be an end to love and gladness, 
There is an end, as well, to hate and sadness; 

But there is more to court than Death; my soul has told me so. 
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rom Madison to Norwalk in a Buick 

ROBERT D. TRISTRAM 

In the beginning, let is be distinctly closed, it was the Sterling Cafe for ours. 
understood that this is not a write-up for After lunch I was talking to the garage 
the Buick Motor Car, but merely an ac- man, telling him what awful roads there 
curate account of our trip from Madison, were between Madison and Watertown. 
Wis., to Norwalk, Conn., in which I will He then informed me that the road west 
try to set forth as many of the details as of Watertown was all macadam to what 
space will permit. we would find east of there as far as Ix- 

We made absolutely no extra provisions onia. He was right, too. 
for the trip beyond carrying an extra cas- After leaving Ixonia, the road improved 
ing, two inner tubes, tire chains, top and and we ran into Milwaukee and arrived at 
a rezular kit of tools. Our speedometer the Plankinton at just five minutes to 
registered 250 miles when we Icft Madi- six. The first day’s run was far from 
son, the car having been run two weeks. easy, but we were not in the Ieast bit dis- 

It might be wise at this poimt to give couraged. There were no hulls, and ex- 
a bricf outline of the route we intended to cept for the few picturesque lakes along 
follow. Our original intention was to go the route the scenery was very mild. How- 
to Milwaukee; thence to Chicago; then to ever, we had had no mishaps of any kind 
Indianapolis, and from Indianapolis to and were beginning to look forward to 
Columbus, Pittsburg, Philadelphia and the rest of our trip with a good deal more 
New York. We carried out this plan as of interest, now that we had had a taste of 
far as Columbus. From there we went it. Our distance was 85 miles. Our 
to New York, for reasons explained later, running time was 5 hours 30 minutes. 
by the way of Cleveland, Eric, Buffalo Our running average was 15.4 miles per 
and Albany. hour. 

It was a beautiful cool day, the 7th of Wednesday was just as nice a day as 
June, when we left Madison at 11:15. Tuesday and we left Milwaukee at 11:15 
The little Buick was running like a sew- a. m., headed for Chicago. Some kind 
ing machine, and prospects certainly friend advised me to take the inland road 
looked bright for a very successful trip. by all means, and as that was the route 

In the way of baggage we carried three given in the guide book, we followed that 
suit cases, a shawl strap bundle, a cas2 one. Soon after leaving Milwaukee we 
of thermos bottles and a camera, besides began to strike places where dirt had been 
rain coats, guide books, ete. We were piled up so high that our pan was con- 
headed for Milwaukee, and had just passed tinuously scraping on it, and was bent in 
through Sun Prairie, when I noticed that several places. If we had attempted to 
my tire iron was loose. It scems like an run with one wheel in the sand and the 
easy thing to fix, but I had to remove all other on the edge of the road, we would 
our carefully packed luggage to get into have been tipped over. When we didn’t 
the tool box for a pair of pliers. Safe to have dirt to plow through we had some 
say that after that I carried pliers and clay ruts, which, when baked in the sun, 
screw driver under the cushion. as these were, are much worse than run- 

After loading on the luggage we only ning over cobble stones, especially with a 
made one other stop, in order to lead a small machine. We had not taken any 
frightened horse by the machine, before lunch with us, thinking of course that we 
reaching Watertown at 2:10 p. m., a dis- would find a town to get something to 
tance of 40 miles. As the hotel had just eat in about noon. The first town we
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found, excepting Franksville, was Liber- was not so good the way we went, but 

tyville, Ill, 70 miles from Milwaukee. was shorter, and, after traveling the roads 

Maybe our lunch didn’t taste good, as it of Wisconsin, we did not mind any kind 

was 3:10 when we arrived there. of a road. Things were going finely, and 

After a good meal at a cute restaurant we were making great time until six miles 

and after getting some gasoline in a near- west of South Bend; my engine became 

by saloon, we started once more for Chi- very hot. I stopped at a farm house and 

cago. From then on the road was much it was half an hour before I could get 

better, and the last few miles down the the motor cool enough to continue. I 

famous Sheridan Road and along the lake made the run to South Bend in quick 

shore into Chicago were beautiful. The time, arriving there at five minutes to 

scenery along this route was very tame, six. It just happened that there was a 

and we missed the pretty little lakes which Buick agency in the place, and we made a 

we had seen along the route of our trip careful search to see what had been the 

the day before. I must say, after two trouble. The only thing we could find 

days of such hard traveling, we were a wrong was a slight leak in the packing 

little discouraged at the roads, but the around the pump shaft, and this we easily 

machine was working so perfectly and the fixed. Our day’s running distance was 

weather was so finc, that our spirits were 103 miles, with a running time of 5 hours 

not at all dampened. Our running dis- and 10 minutes, and an average of 20 

tance for the day was 103.4 miles, with miles per hour. Except for the over- 

a running time of 6 hours 15 minutes, heating of the motor, which I thought 

and an average of 16.6 miles per hour, was all right now, and the killing of one 

which on the whole was a little better than chicken, we had a very successful run. 

Tuesday’s run. Our only excitement was ‘There was very little scenery except flat 

the killing of two chickens. farm lands, but we were getting to the 

When we woke up on Thursday the stage now where we were not looking for 

weather was cloudy, but we decided to go scenery, but merely to get eastward as 

on anyway as far as we could before it soon as possible. 

rained. It was just 11:45 as we passed Friday was another cloudy day, but so 

through Jackson Park in Chicago. Just long as it did not rain a cloudy day was 

after leaving South Chicago and when we much better for our purposes. This day 

were a few miles this side of Hammond, was where we made the mistake of our 

Ind., we came to a railroad crossing where trip, and it cost us two whole days of 

the engine was off the track, and the road travel to make up for it. In Madison 

was blocked completely. We were told they had told us that if we would only go 

that there was no other way around with- to Indianapolis, that there we would strike 

out going back to Chicago, so we simply the National Road. This they said was a 

had to sit and wait. It took a little over fine road right direct to either Washington 

half an hour for a wrecker to come and or Philadelphia. Consequently, we head- 

get the engine out of the way. By that ed for Indianapolis without further in- 

time there were many autos and trolleys quiry, while if we had been wise we should 

waiting on each side, and nobody was a have gone direct from South Bend to To- ' 

bit backward in expressing their opinions edo and Cleveland. 

of this particular railroad. From here on However, that is neither here nor there. - 

to Valparaiso the run was delightful. The We started for Indianapolis none the 

roads were all fine, there being no hills wiser of what was in store for us, at 11 :20 

and few turns. a.m. on Friday, June 10th. We started 

“We had had a very late breakfast so only rather late, as from here on the ‘cities 

stopped in Valparaiso 35 minutes to buy were mostly new to us and we were 

a few crackers and some gasoline. We anxious to look around a little and see 

continued our way through Westville to the sights. The road was fair, and we 

La Porte instead of taking the new road averaged 20 miles per hour to Plymouth 

from Westville to Michigan City and and 25 miles per hour from there to 

thence south to South Bend. The road Rochester, where we stopped for water.
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We continued along, running over a chick- ing for a small car over a strange road at 

en in the meantime, to a little school house night. Fortunately, we were traveling 

six miles north of Logansport. Here we over the famous “Michigan Road,” which 

- stopped to eat lunch. Most of our water was has not even a bend in it between Logans- 

gone, and the motor was pretty warm. I port and Indianapolis. Sometime I 

poured the water from our thermos bot- should like to take the trip in the daytime, 

_ tles into the radiator, and ran into Logans- and see the numerous small towns that we 

port at 3:30, with my engine steaming tore through, hardly any of them larger 

at a great rate. I decided not to fool any than Middleton, Wis., However, through 

longer, so ran into a garage. We finally it all we had a feeling of content, for at 

located the trouble in the pump, and it last we had reached the National Road, 

took three hours and a quarter of good and our troubles were over—absolutely no 

hard work to put in a new pinion in the more bad roads and nothing but clear 

pump, and get things working again. sailing right into Washington. That’s what 

In the meantime, my mother had been they said in Madison, but we all learn 

out looking around the town and had de- the most by experience, and we learned a 

cided that she would rather go on to lot. Our total distance for the day was 

Indianapolis, if we did not get there until 137 miles, with a running time of 6 

morning, rather than stay here all night. hours 20 minutes, and an average of 21.4 

Therefore, at just a quarter to seven we miles per hour. 

left the garage and started on our 71- We had a good night’s rest at the Clay- 

mile trip to Indianapolis. The road was pool Hotel, and in the morning took a 

much improved now, and we made 21 look around Indianapolis, which was the 

miles in 45 minutes, when we stopped to finest city we passed through on the whole 

light our lights. We reeled off seven trip. It was a quarter to one when we 

more miles in the next 15 minutes, and we left the city, bound for no place in par- 

were patting ourselves on the back that ticular, but headed east of the National 

we would be in Indianapolis before we Road. I was sure of one thing, and that 

knew it. Just then we came to a long was that we were through with night runs 

iron bridge, over which we went with a over strange country. 

rattle of boards, and just as we reached The road certainly was good and we 

the other end the engine stopped, and made good time, passing through many 

there we were. We hadn’t passed a town small towns to Greenfield, where we stop- 

or even a house for miles; there were no ped for oil—the first since leaving Mad- 

trolleys or railroads near; we sure were ison. It was only four o’clock when we 

up against it. Not wishing to frighten reached Richmond, the last city of any 

my mother, although I was pretty badly _ size before crossing into Ohio. The ma- 

scared myself, I immediately jumped out chine was running perfectly, and the roads 

and began to look as though I knew ex- were fine, so we decided to go to Spring- 

actly what was wrong. More by good field, O., 60 miles east of Richmond. Short- _ 

luck than knowledge I found a wire off ly after leaving Richmond we came to a 

the timer. The nut was gone, but with fork—one branch going to Dayton and 

some string I tied the wire on so that it the other direct to Springfield. A man 

would run us to Indianapolis. I can tell told us that the left branch was the Na- 

you that no music ever sounded sweeter tional Road; so without further ques- 

to me than the steady hum of that little tioning we went to the left. Things went 

Buick engine, when she began to run well fora few miles, and I stopped to take 

again. From now on it was merely a a picture of the machine just after we 

case of get there as quickly as we could crossed the state line. It did not have a 

with safety. I will never forget my feel- spot of mud on it then. I wish it had 

ings when my headlights shone on a sign, been light enough to take a picture of it 

which said, “19 miles to Indianapolis.” when we reached Springfield. Soon after 

It seemed as though we were almost there. I took the picture we began to strike mud; 

‘We made the whole 71 miles in two hours then we struck more mud; and then a 

45 minutes, which is a mighty good show- lot more. There was thick mud and mud
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puddles, and, in fact, mud in every shape. 80 fine that we were anxious to cover as 

The country became more hilly and every much ground as possible. 

minute the sun was getting lower in the After getting off from the wretched 

west, until it seemed to me we never paving in Columbus, we had a good 

would sce Springfield. I still had vis- “Pike” road, passing through Delaware, 

ions of another night ride, but at just Marion and Bucyrus. Just a sew es 
seven o’clock we pulled up in front of the south of Bucyrus we struck a mud hole 

Bookwalter Hotel. It seems it had rained in which we nearly stuck. Jumping out 

for ten days steady in that part of the before the machine had time to settle, I 

country. We were lucky to escape the began to push, while my mother worked 

rain, ey its ects ere. plenty bad the low speed. In is way we Somes 

enough. Just about this time we were 3 

wondering if the National Road was quite along on excellent pike. After leaving 

all it was cracked up to be. I decided to Bucyrus we lost the “Blue Book Road” 

make inquiries the next day. Our dis- which we had been following, and con- 
tance for the day was 126 miles, with a tinued directly north on the “Bellevue 

running time of 5 hours 45 minutes, and Turnpike” to a little town called Attica. 

an average of 22.2 miles per hour. Here we stopped fifty minutes for gaso- 

Sandee was a fine bright day, but we line and lunch. We were told that the 

were too tired to do any sight seeing. The Fyke road ended dust mort tee, ans 

town impressed me as a dirty place, with road tov ~The hotel keeper gave 

cobblestone streets, and old-fashioned is oxt licit “Hreetions ae to ne to 

buildings, While in the garage I got in Belle te Soon, however l lost the rain 
conversation with a man who had toured ad Vv ig 7 if 0; 

most all over the United States, and he no 7 ae vad to the ha couney coon 

advised me very strongly to give up the caw a were goin, “yrong "eck the vvad 

idea of crossing te Alleganies, but ad- was so deep that we could do nothing but 

vised me to go direct fo Cleveland. He back up in our own tracks. After back- 
said that the National Road was “nothing ane fo p some distance. I thought I had 

but a oie ate opreased it ange found a place to turn around, and so shot 

thine but a mud road.” Therefore, we bead with a good deal of power in order 

deci ood to run into C olumbus in. the 0 cross the deep ruts in the mud. When 

afternoon and start for Cleveland on 1 applied the brake to stop, the Buick kept 

Monday. Before starting it was neces- net Sone nian popped with 

sary to tighten up the polis holding the ley atthe side of the road. ‘The rubber 

body lights, tire irons, brake and hig 7 . 

speed levers, all of which had jarred loose foot grat had caught it the brake ae 

coming through the 50 miles of mud on Thinking T coul 1 get out ‘by running 

Saturday. les into Columb along the ditch, I soon had my right rear 

The trip of 43 miles into Columbus was \ hee] in also, and was stuck for fair. It 
uneventful, and took us just two hoursand yo. very h ot, and we were eight miles 

15 minutes. The road was muddy, but from the nearest town. The only house 

not so bad as the day before. Columbus jy sight was a deserted one in front of 
was another city with cobblestone streets, nich we then were. Things looked bad. 

and we wished we had gone direct to As luck would have, an old farmer came 

Cleveland from Springfield. driving up, and he was soon followed by 

Monday, the 13th of June, was a fine another. Neither of them had a rope, but 

day, and not the least daunted by the contrary to my expectations, both were 
fact that it was the 13th, we started at 10 very willing to help me. By a liberal use 

a. m. for no special place, but this time of jacks and levers, and blocks of wood, 

headed north and noé over the National we succeeded in getting the Buick back 

Roads. We had no definite point in mind jin the road after a half hour’s hard work. 

to teach that night, but the weather was We gave each of the old men—each was § g
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seventy years old if a day—a dollar, with ularly enjoyable to us. One thing that 
which they were greatly pleased, and is noticeable around Cleveland is the 
started off again. large number of brick roads. For 

I would have given anything if I had miles on either side of the city 
had a film to take a photograph of our the roads are all brick, which makes 
getting out of the ditch. You could not it fine for automobiling. We continued 
imagine a more rural sight than the turn- along the main traveled road from Cleve- 
outs of these old farmers, and the sight land to Erie, and stopped at Geneva, Ohio, 
of my mother leading the old farm horses at about 2 p. m. for lunch. At Con- 
down the road when I started the engine, neaut, Ohio, just before crossing the 
was a picture in itself. state line into Pennsylvania, we had to 

However, we went on our way again. pay our first toll—five cents for a long 
This time we had a firm determination not bridg». It was just 5:45 when we rolled 
to lose the way. We soon arrived up in front of the Reed House at Erie, 
in Bellevue, and started for Norwalk— Pa. We had covered 125.7 miles in 6 
not Norwalk, Conn., as we wished it hours 15 minutes, at an average of 20.7 
might have been, and reached it about miles per hour, but were not at all tired. 
5:30. Although not so large as our home A short quotation from my diary will per- 
town, we were very favorably impressed haps sum up the day’s run. ‘The only 
with the place, and they surely can sur- excitement we had was a big skid; we 
pass us in public buildings. Upon ask- took in a pile of sand and came awfully 
ing the condition of the road to Elyria, we — close to upsetting. 
were told that it was fine. Since the dis- “We had much better roads today as a 
tance was only about 30 miles, we decided whole than ever before, and the trip was 
to spend the night in Elyria. The road a pleasure to us. We are now going east 
was a rotten clay road for 27 miles, and as fast as we can, and are about 550 miles 
we struck our first macadam three miles from New York.” 
west of Elyria. We were some tired when We were quite encouraged by our fine 
we finally got there, but we found the run of the day before, and left Erie at 
New Andwur a very nice hotel, and were 10:15 on June 15th, with hearts full of 
glad we had made the extra effort to hope and a tank full of gasoline. We cov- 
reach there. ered the first 65 miles in three hours and 

I will quote an item which I find in decided to stop at Athol Springs for 
my diary. “The country is a little more lunch, but went through the place with- 
picturesque and hilly, but roads are not out knowing it. In many places the road 
nearly so good or so straight up here as was torn up, and we were obliged to make 
they are in Indiana. The people you detours. At two o’clock we were nearing 
meet with carriages on the road are the Buffalo, and were getting pretty hungry. 
biggest hogs I ever saw, and will send The road had led us through the fa- 
you in the ditch every time.” Our dis- mous grape belts of Pennsylvania and 
tance for the day was 136.7 miles, with New York, where vineyards stretch for 
a running time of 7 hours and 30 minutes, miles and miles as far as the eye can see 
and an average of 18.2 miles per hour. along each side of the highway. For 

Upon leaving Elyria the next morning miles we had been watching to catch site of 
we encountered the first rain we had had Lake Erie, but in this we were disap- 
on the whole trip. It was merely a _ pointed. For some time the motor had 
slight shower, which we ran into soon hot been running well, and I had about 
after leaving Elyria. We put on ourrain decided to stop in Buffalo to see what 
coats, but did not even bother to put up the difficulty was, although our original 
the top. It was just 10 a. m. when we _ intention had been to spend the night in 
left the town, and by 12:30 we were well Batavia. 
outside of Cleveland, having stopped there Upon making inquiries as how to enter 
only for gasoline. the city, we were told that we were head- 

The ride over the famous Euclid Ave- ed straight for Erie again. In some way 
nue, with its fine residences, was partic- we had got lost, but the worst was yet to
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come. When I cranked the engine it made fine time over excellent roads to 

would not start. After working fifteen Canandaigua, where we stopped 20 min- 

minutes in the hot sun, during which time — utes to tighten the low speed clutch. From 
quite a crowd had collected, I decided to there to Geneva, where Hobart College is 

find the nearest garage. The nearest one located, is a fine stretch of new macadam., 
was the “Hydraulic Garage” on Filmore We had a race with a big Cadillac car, 
Avenue, near Seneca Street. All I have which was equipped for long distance 
to say is keep away from there if you are touring, and had a license number, which 
in trouble. The man thought he knew I could not recognize. We pressed the 
what was wrong, and I must give him driver so hard that just west of Geneva 

credit for putting up a very good bluff. he slowed up to let us go by. There were 
To make a long story short, we stayed 

at the “Statler? all night, and when I 
went out to the “ITydraulie Garage” in 
the morning, the Buick was running, but 
running rotten, and I had fourteen hours 
labor and nine gallons gasoline charged 

up to me. IT was thankful she was run- 
ning enough so that I could get out of 
the place, and gladly paid the bill, Taim- a 
mediately ran up to the Buick Branch = |= : 
Office on Main street. They sent down i 

a magneto expert and when he raised up j ee | 
the hood of the ear his first words were, |MNMBE, — ermmiesel 
“Damn it, who has been monkeying with o wag? 

this magneto.” In two hours time the 
Buick was running better than ever, and 

at 3 p. m. we were once more headed 
eastward. 7 

Tt was a little disappointing to be held . 
up twenty-four hours at this stage of the iss 
trip, but probably the rest did us good. 
The first twenty-three miles of the road three men in the car and they were all 
were macadam, and we rolled along in very good natured, and had been laugh- 
fine style, but were soon forced to make a ing and waving to us all through the 
detour on account of road-building. We race. We did not think much about it 

reached Batavia at 5 o’clock, and rested — then. 
there for twenty minutes. After making Just one mile east of Geneva T had the 
another detour to‘ avoid torn up roads, first puncture of the whole trip. Soon 
we finally struck macadam, and made the our friends in the Cadillac came along 
last twelve miles into Rochester in twenty and asked if they could help us. We had 
minutes, which is traveling some for a quite a talk with them. It seems they 
small Buick. We only covered 78.1 miles were traveling from St. Louis to New 
in three hours and 30 minutes, at an aver- Haven and back. All three were Yale 
age of 22.2 miles per hour; but made up men, and were going to attend a class re- 
for it by rumning 155.4 miles the next union. They went on, and as they ex- 
day. pected to reach Albany that night, we 

Rochester is a fine town, with large thought we had seen the last of them. 

stores and good hotels, and we were We were soon on our way again, after 

mighty glad we had not reached Batavia drinking some hot coffee, which the lady 

the night before, as the only hotel in the in front of whose house we were, sent out 

place, the Richmond, was closed for re- to us. We were just nearing the Monte- 

pairs. zuma Swamps, when who should we see 

Friday, June the 17th, was an ideal but our friends stopping on top of a hill 

day. We got a good start at 9:30, and to look at the view. This time they threw
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us a bag of candy and a bag of nuts. We truth. I did not put on the chains, but 

also took some pictures of the bunch. To- plowed along through the mud, until 

gether we passed through the “Swamps,” when turning out for a big car—again a 

which were fairly dry and not very bad Pierce—down we slid into the ditch. The 

going. Upon leaving Auburn, where the chauffeur and owner of the other car 

New York state penitentiary is located, immediately came to my assistance, and 

the Cadillac broke its trunk rack. Since the three of us were able to get the 

we could be of no assistance, we went on Buick back in the road. The chauffeur 

ahead. We stopped 40 minutes in Syra- helped me put on my chains, and warned 

cuse, and as it was only about 4 o’clock, us about a six-mile stretch of mud just 

decided to go on. Just outside of the before reaching Fouda. By this time a 

city we passed two toll hous:s, which girl of about twenty, evidently returning 
taxed us 8 cents each. home in Papa’s car from Smith or some 

Stopping only at Chittenango fifteen other Kastern girl’s college, came up. 
minutes for gasoline, we went along in She told my mother that we had better 
grand style, making as usual several de- wait a week or so until the mud dried up, 

tours, until six miles west of Utica. Just as they had had trouble with their big 
then I heard a roar and turning around — six-cylinder car, and she was so afraid 
saw the Cadillac hurrying along to make our Jittle car would get stuck. Mother 
up time. We let them go by, and kept fired back that our little car would go 
behind them into Utica. When we some place where their big car wouldn’t. 
reached the center of the city, we left It was not long before we struck the six- 
them again, and this time we were sure mile stretch and for a little while we 
it was for good. wished we had taken the girl’s advice. 

We put up at the Baggs Hotel, which The pen cannot describe it adequately. 
by the way, celebrated its 117th anniver- It was awful hard going, but the little 
sary this year. Utica is a typical slow Buick pulled it without a whimper, and 
moving New York town, situated on the nearly all the way on high gear. To give 
Erie canal. It is a town of nearly 70,000 an example of how deep the ruts were— 
people, and has one garage, which will 
take machines for over night. Oh, it’s a am ae =i We ota: * 

thriving burg all right, and I might men- aie eee Bo ae = 

tion I had to take two trolley lines to get SeOOE it " ee Poise 

back to the Baggs from the garage. fox} 7 ae Mi 

Things were bad enough in the city, 4 oe Te 

but to make things worse it rained all et : Hats me 
night long, and when we went to leave 7” — veg 
the next day at 10 A. M. a sea of mud ese 
greeted us. Soon we were on macadam, J : = 
and soon it began to rain and also soon , Seen eS 
the macadam stopped. et ee ae begs ~ 

The rain proved to be a hard thunder . ie ss cae 
shower, and while we were putting up : , ap 
the top for the first time since leaving 
Madison, four fellows in a Pierce car 
drove up, and the first thing they asked 
was, “Is there any macadam between here P ; 

and Utica?” We told them that they : 
would find some right ahead of them, and 
then asked how the road was ahead of 
us. “Forty miles of mud, and be sure 
and put on your chains,” was the answer, 
and they drove on. 

At the time I thought they were trying we met a Packard, which was traveling 

to scare us, but now I know they told the in the same ruts we were in. Neither of
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us could turn out, and as I was on the thirtenth. I never was, but I must admit 
right side of the road, the Packard had I am now. 
to back up for half a mile before the front We had gone only ten miles when the 
wheels could be turned. road became so muddy that we were 

We reached Fouda just after the hotels forced to put on our chains. It took me 
had closed for lunch, and had to eat at some time to get them on, and when I 
a “dog wagon,” but anything tasted pret- went to start the motor she would not 
ty good after our strenuous fifty-four mile start. After working for a half hour, 
run. After an hour’s rest we started on I got a farmer to drive me to the nearest 
our way for Albany once again. The telephone. Here I telephoned to the 
road from Fouda to Amsterdam was fine, Buick Branch Office in Albany, and they 
and we went over the famous Tribes Hill promised to send a man right out, if I 
on high gear with no difficulty at all. would meet them at Schodack Center. We 

Beyond Amsterdam we had mud for drove back three miles to the “Center,” 
eight miles. At Hoffman we took a ferry consisting of a hotel and about four 
to avoid more mud, and were landed on houses. 
the south side of the Mohawk river. It was here that I saw our friends in 
From here into Schenectady the road was’ the Cadillac go by. They did not rec- 
macadam. Our machine was covered ognize me at first, but when I shouted 
with mud as it was, but upon entering they stopped and wanted to help me. It 
the city we struck a mud hole which seemed they had had trouble the day be- 
must have contained a mixture of tar fore, and only got to Albany a few min- 
and oil, for it certinly put the finishing utes ahead of us. I Ict them go on, 
touches on our white car and ourselves thinking every minute that the Buick 
included. people would arrive. After waiting two 

It had cleared off finely before noon, hours, we drove back to the phone. This 
but between Schencctady and Albany we time they promised faithfully to be out in 
were racing a thunder shower. We beat forty minutes. It was nearly noon when 
it by about fifteen minutes, and it gave us I got back to the Buick, and just for 
a feeling of content to watch the storm amusement I thought I would crank the 

from our windows in the Ten Hyck. machine. She started on the first turn, 

When we left Utica that morning we and never went better. We piled in the 

had expected to sleep in Poughkeepsie stuff, and went on, leaving the Buick peo- 

that night, but considering the roads we ple to scrap it out with the farmer in 
thought ourselves very lucky to be where front of whose house we had stopped. 
we were. We had made 96.8 miles in This sure was our Jonah day, for ten 

five hours and thirty minutes, making an miles further on we had a puncture. Ten 

average of 17.7 miles per hour. The one minutes, and we were on our way again. 

redeeming feature of the day was the One mile south of Kinderhook we lost 

scenery. Our route was along the Erie the cap to our radiator. Stuffing in 

canal and the Mohawk river, both of waste, we continued ahead, when just out 

which we crossed several times. Some- of Hudson we had another puncture. It 

times we were high above the river and was then 1:30, and we had traveled just 

could get a grand view of the surround- thirty-three miles since seven o’clock. We 

ing country; then again we would be on ran into a garage, and went down to the 

a level with the stream with hills on both Worth hotel for dinner. 

sides of us. It was four o’clock when we left Hud- 

From here on the road was not new _ son. We now had our tires in good 

for me, as I have made the trip from shape, and had found that our stalling up 

Albany to New York several times. near Albany was caused by weak batter- 

Thinking that if we got a good early ies. It seemed like we were starting all 

start we could easily reach home by night. over again, and indeed we were, for the 

We left Albany about 7 a. m., on Sunday, next few hours things went without a 

and on the thirteenth day of our trip. _ hitch. 
Some people are superstitious on the At six o’clock we passed through
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Poughkeepsie, and in many places saw state line into Connecticut at just 6:25 

college pennants hung out in view of the a. m. Thirty minutes later the _ little 

coming regatta. At %:45 we were in Buick was standing in our driveway at 

Peekskill, having made 74 miles in three Norwalk, Conn. 

hours and forty-five minutes over pretty Just a few figures of the cost and other 

muddy roads. We were now only 48 items of the trip may be of interest here. 
miles from home, and fully intended to The total distance, not counting what we 

go home that night after a light supper. yan around the different cities, was 1,451.1 
ras * rhe re F Peek: 4 ¥ . we 

Tt was 8:40 p. m. when we left Peek- miles, and the total running time was 73 
ale} . T oppure x - We Oo: the: : 

skill for Norwalk, and just 9:10 when hours and 20 minutes. Our slowest ay- 
we returned. We had not gone five miles erage was on the first day—15.4 miles 

from the town, when we became hopeless- per hour, and our fastest average was on 
ly lost and found ourselves on the side of the last day—23 miles per hour. The 

some mountain. The day’s run was sort total cost of the trip was $160.85, while 

of a dissappointment, as we were anxious the cost for the Buick only was $54.65. 

: ‘ ny ee the hat | along We used 87 gallons of gasoline and six 

he Hudson was grand, and when we C1@ quarts of eylinder oil, besides what was 
run we made pretty good time. We cov- ; all co 

z ( : 2 Be . se, in the tanks when we started. 
ered 119.8 miles in five hours and fifty . . 1 
minutes, at an average of 20.7 miles per In comparison with the great number 

hour. Monday morning we were up and of tours that are being taken now, our 

on our way at 5:05 a. m. The trip was _ little trip seems but a mere trifle, but to 

absolutely without incident. We passed us it was quite a big thing—the exper- 

through Portchester and crossed the —ience of which money could not buy. 
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EDITORIAL 39 

Editorial 
YOU MEN! ever they may be, will not be violated 

“Of course, all our women ‘boost’ the team!” since hazing is abandoned. And the fresh- 
Wisconsin has been granted a weak ™en must know this and respect the 

football team by our critics. Weak is a Court, knowing their duty to themselves 
word that must not brand the team. And amd the great institution they have 
yet public opinion scems to speak in a joined. And, freshmen, since you have 

loud voice with the wail of the “knock- been spared the pain of a hazing, remem- 
ers.” Publie opinion decreed the cross for er the promise that has saved you. Re- 
the Man of Sorrows. If it proved so Member that it has helped you into a 
wrong in this lamentable case, it must ‘itmer place of student power. And re- 
often prove wrong in little affairs of the membering these things, do not forget to 
world. be good freshmen. 

You men who sit on the bleachers and, There is much to do now. On every 
“knock”; you men who never do any- side and corner something Js to be done 

thing for your university but for your that suits your ability. Since you are 
own. interest; you men who expect too here you must know that we cannot judge 

much of others and too little of your- )Y Your high school days what you are to 
selves, get out and “boost” awhile and see do in a greater place. We have shown 
the good you can do. The team, either %0U that here we can keep promises and 
in victory or defeat, needs our interest do things worth while. 3 
and support. The men that wage the war |, By their words ye shall know them. 
of the game for us are working hard. We are working; some of us succeed bet- 
Afternoons and nights when you are ter than others, but we all leave our 

lolling around they are getting hurt. You works. F reshmen you didn’t get in the 
men who are “boosters,” keep up the good cold lake, but “get in the swim! 

work. It is a part of Wisconsin men to —_—_—_ 
be hopeful. For the loyalty we show the NAOCTO 
team will fight with a better will toward TO THE VICTOR THE SPOILS. 
the goal. And for the good Wisconsin Have you written your story for the 
spirit in the team and in the men who Vilas Prize Story Contest? The time. 

believe in the men who play the game, draws near when the stories must be in 

will come the glory of a brave fight that the hands of the judges. Ahd no favor 
will discredit all the wailings of weak- will go with the decision, for the best 
lings. story will win. It has been whispered by 
7 Oo some deluded, rather cynical scribblers, 
THE PROMISE AND THE FRESHMEN. that a chosen few are the only writers 

We have kept the promise! Nota case who have a chance to win because of graft 
of hazing has been reported, and the stu- and prominence. _ 
dent body is nobler for its honesty. Along The judges are fair minded as well as 
with keeping our word as true men gifted in the art of knowing a good work 

should, we have taken a long stride to- in literature. Even if the names on the 

ward self-goverriment. When we show _ stories were not non de plumes, they 

ourselves able and worthy to rule, there would bear no weight with their decisions. 
is no longer a reason why the rule should All talk of graft is rot and shows a bad 
not be granted. There are many who - spirit. 
maintain that the freshmen, need ta be The story that witis may be a great 
Hiazed to keep them true to the traditions story and it may be only moderately good, 

of the university. The Student Court At any rate it will be the best story that 

can give judicial punishment when it is is submitted, and its merits alone will 
required much better than men at large count. The only graft is. the writer's. 

who believe it their duty to make each graft with his art. That alone can win 
freshman miserable. Traditions, what- the spoils.



Joseph M. Boyd, President H. L. Russell, Vice President 

Frank Kessenich, 2nd Vice Pres. Charles O’Neill, Cashier 
Irving E. Backus, Asst. Cashier at State St. Branch 

Bank of Wisconsin 
MADISON, WIS. 

Capital, $300,000.00 Surplus, $50,000.00 

Additional Liability of Stockholders, . $300,000.00 

Highest Interest Consistent with Legitimate Banking 

| We:gire pecsnadl attention to the financial | 
Corporations solicited needs of our patrons 

= - DIRECTORS — 

A. L. SANBORN JOSEPH M. BOYD CHARLES O’NEILL 
T. A. COLEMAN H. L. RUSSELL P. B. KNOX 
A. O. FOX GEO. E. GARY FRANK CANTWELL 
EUGENE EIGHMY 8S, A. PIPER W. F. PIERSTORFF 
GEO, SOELCH A. G. SCHMEDEMAN W. J, TECKEMEYER 
FRANK KESSENICH JAMES CONKLIN JACKSON REUTER 

R. BR. KROPF A. H. KAYSER 

G) io 

YOU MAY LOOK, SEARCH AND BE CON- 
VINCED THAT THE ORIGINATOR OF 

Ss 1S OO : 

228 STATE STREET 

SUITS IN ALL THE LATEST SHADES AND COLORS 
— AT PRICES TO SUIT THE SMALLEST PURSE — 

WE ALSO DO CLEANING, REPAIRING AND PRESSING 

PHONE 2211 
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OLD STUDENTS KNOW CARL THOMAS, PHOTOGRAPHER 

WM. HUPPRICH, Manager Telephone 920 

CUDAHY CASH MARKET 
The Best of 

FRESH AND SALT MEATS 
CLUB AND FRATERNITY TRADE SOLICITED 

111 West Mifflin Street Madison, Wis. 

Wholesale and Retail 

+ Grocers + 
TWO LARGE STORES 

PINCKNEY STREET AND STATE STREET 

MADISON WISCONSIN 

A Word to the Alumni in Economics: 

Buy a Gas Range 
and 

Cook with Gas 

Madison Gas & Electric Co. 
Phone 144 120-126 East Main Street 

NEW STUDENTS ARE INVITED TO THE THOMAS STUDIO
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FALL BOOTS Wixerssten cis Women who care for 

Up-to-the Minute Styles 
That look, fit and wear well, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00 

Full Line of Gymnasium and Bowling Shoes 

BLIND & SANDER, 217 State Street 

TELEPHONE 1213 

For your Hardware and Kitchen Furnishings 

WOLFF, KUBLY & HIRSIG 
KEEN KUTTER STORE 

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS 

ee ee 
SESS Sona eee 

BURDICK &* MURRAY CO.’ 
Pee 

New Silk Hosiery | Forest Mills Underwear } 

Silk Stockings with garter top | We are well prepared for the cold 0) 

at the surprisingly moderate winter days with complete stocks of Q 

cost of one dollar, the attrac- Women’s Underwear h 

tiveness of the low price being . 
augmented by the fact that the If you cannot wear an all-wool 

plain silk stockings represent ee ie ml dahl ook 
L : be 324s he ; $a made {fo wool combined wit 

the zenith ot good style in silk, linen or cotton. This famous 

Autumn Footwear. make is well known for its perfect 

Other lines that are assured a ne and wearing } 

Atarty patrsiage afe priced at Forest Mills Vests - - - .40 to $1.25 
#12 33-0; $1.75, Forest Mills Drawers - - .40 to 1.25 

2.25; $2.50 Forest Mills Union Suits - .60 to 3.00 

Pate ; ; III IO OSS



pt FALL ‘uy THE@HUB STYLES 
(Literary Men $2.50 and 

Need Clothes eo 
just the same as ordinary FAMILY SHOE STORE 
fellows do. They may not 214 STATE ST. 
give the clothes question 
much thought. It is not 
necessary if they trade at For 
“The Hub.”’ The think- 
ing has all been done for MANHATTAN SHIRTS 
them, and our trons 
have the variercrion 4 KNOX HATS 
k i h hi they wear ie of the best, HOLEPROOF HOSIERY 
and made after the latest 
Edicts of Dame Fashion. Go to 

—_ | on me Sauare * 7 EAST MAIN ST. 

FOSS SSF FFF 

° HOTEL CUMBERLAND 
} S. W. Cor. Broadway and 54th St. NEW YORK 

4 a A Near 50th St. Subway Station and 53d St. Elevated 

go 5 4 
0 4.) oc ¢ KEPT BY A COLLEGE MAN 

Ay eS. ee ae HEADQUARTERS FOR 8 
f a eS COLLEGE MEN 
4 «erat po Ideal Location, Near Theatres, Shops and 8 
0 oe ee Central Park 

gg tie an | NEW, MODERN AND 
} ed AB Bae ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF 
Sg ela | epee Most Attractive Hotel in New York. () 

4 eee sige¢ Transient Rates, $2.50 with bath and up. () 
ats Bee e All outside rooms. 

sors IRS Giese: Special Rates for College Teams. 
= eA Send for Booklet. 

eee HARRY P. STIMSON _R.. J. BINGHAM 0 
Soe 2 Formerly with Hotel Imperial Formerly with Hotel Woodward 

POODODDOOOOOODOODOODODOOOOOOOOOOCSE
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We Save You 50% to 75% on 

e e 

Rebuilt Typewriters 
OF i ype’ 

AND UP 

No. 2, Remingtons, . $10.00 

No. 6, Remingtons, . . 20.00 

No. 7, Remingtons, . . 25.00 

No. 2, Smith Premiers, 20.00 

No. 3, Olivers,. . . . . 25.00 

No. 4, Underwoods, . . 35.00 

No. 2, Monarchs, . . . 35.00 

Write for illustrated catalogue and price list. Low rental rates. 

Investigate our plan of three months for $5.00. 

AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE COMPANY 
130 Mason Street Milwaukee



| The University of Wisconsin 
The College of Letters and Science offers a General Course in Liberal Arts; a 

Course in Pharmacy; a Course in Commerce; a Course in Music; a Course in 
Journalism; Library Training Courses in connection with the Wisconsin Library 

School ; the Course for the Training of Teachers, and the Course in Chemistry. 
The College of Mechanics and Engineering offers courses of four years in 

Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Applied Electro 

Chemistry, Chemical Engineering and Mining Engineering. 
The College of Law offers a course extending over three years, which leads to 

the degree of Bachelor of Laws and which entitles graduates to admission to the 
Supreme Court of the state without examination. 

The College of Agriculture offers (1) a course of four yeare in Agriculture; 
(2) a middle course of two years; (3) a short course of one or two years in 

Agriculture; (4) a Dairy Course; (5) a Farmers’ Course; (6) a four years’ course 

in Home Economics. 
The College of Medicine offers a course of two years in Preclinical Medical 

Work, the equivalent of the first two years of the Standard Medical Course. After 

the successful completion of the two years’ course in the College of Medicine, students 

can finish their medical studies in any medical school in two years. 

The Graduate School offers courses of advanced instruction in all departments 

of the University... . 

The University Extension Division embraces the departments of Correspond- 
ence Study, of Debating and Public Discussion, of Lectures, and of Information 

and General Welfare. A Municipal Reference Bureau, which is at the service of 

the people of the state, is maintained, also a Traveling Tuberculosis Exhibit and 

vocational institutes and conferences are held under these auspices. 

Special Courses in the College of Letters and Science 
The Course in Commerce, which extends over four years, is designed for the 

training of young men who desire to enter upon business careers. . 

The Courses in Pharmacy are two in number; one extending over two years, 

and one over four years, and are designed to furnish a thoroughly scientific founda- 

tion for the pursuit of the profession of pharmacy. 

The Course for the Training of Teachers, four years in length, is designed to 

prepare teachers for the secondary schools. It includes professional work in the 

departments of philosophy and education and in the various subjects in the high 

schools as well as observation work in the elementary and secondary schools of 

Madison. 
The Course in Journalism provides four years’ work in newspaper writing 

and practical journalism, together with courses in history, political economy, po- 

litical science, English literature, and philosophy, a knowledge of which is necessary 

for journalism of the best type. 
Library Training Courses are given in connection with the Wisconsin Library 

School, students taking the Library School Course during the junior and senior 

. years of the University Course. 
The Course in Chemistry offers facilities for training for those who desire to 

become chemists. Six courses of study are given, namely, a general course, a course 

for industrial chemist, q course for agricultural chemist, a course for soil chemist, 

a course for physiological chemist, and a course for food chemist. 

The Libraries at the service of members of the University, include the Library 
of the University of Wisconsin, the Library of the State Historical Society, the 
Library of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts, and Letters, the State Law 
Library, and the Madison Free Public Library, which together contain about 380,- 

000 bound books and over 195,000 pamphlets. 
Detailed information on any subject connected with the University may be 

obtained by addressing W. D. HIESTAND, Registarar, Madison, Wisconsin. |
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| We are still in the program line 
strong as ever and have some 
new stunts you will probably be 
interested in. Remember us for 

F your fall party. We shall be 
| | very pleased to show you a 

2 {=} 

THE PRINT SHOP 

ERWIN H. KOCH, Manager 427 STATE STREET 

eT OO eee 

Badger Creamery) Madison Candy 

Company Company 
(8 wa 

Pure Milk and Cream Famous Bitter Sweets 
Fresh Creamery Butter 

Special Brands are 

Deliveries to all 7 eee 
parts of the city half and one-pound 

boxes, and Capitol 
Chocolate Creams 

All Milk and Cream from Tuber- 
culin Tested Cows ; 

: Try our “Wellington” 
- Phone 778 610 University Ave: They Are The Finest You Ever Ate
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Che Wisconsin| Everybody Happy? 
Academy Kverybody could be happy if they 

lived right. Living right means eat- 

ing, sleeping, working, playing and 

Prepares students thor- thinking right. Among other things 

oughly and in the least pos- it means wearing comfortable foot 

sible time consigent with coverings. It means wearing shoes of 

good work, for the Walk-Over Quality. 
UNIVERSITY 

oo Walk-Over prices are $3.50, $4.00, $4.50 

University students can make $5.00 and $5.50, for Men and Women. 
up deficiencies in all pre- 

paratory courses. a 

Walk-Over Boot Shop 

MISS CHARLOTTE E. RICHMOND, J. F. ROSE & CO. 
Cor. State and Tilman Sts. Principal. | 15 W. Main Street MADISON, WIS. 

F. W. CURTISS, Photographer 
Duplicates Printed from E. R. Curtiss, A. C. Isaacs and 
F. W. Curtiss Negatives. Special Rates to Students 

108 STATE STREET MADISON, WISCONSIN 

00 e e S S e 

$75 in Prizes for Short Stories 
The Vilas Prize Story Contest offers a $50.00 and 
a $25.00 prize for best short stories submitted in 

The Wisconsin Magazine 
Contest closes December 15th. For particulars 
see the October issue of the Wisconsin Magazine 

or write to 

G. W. DRESBACH, Editor, 505 No. Carroll St., Madison, Wis.



Managing your property D 9 F 

now, or as trustee after on t orget 

your death, is our 
business That we have the most 

up-to-date tailoring de- 
partment in the state. 

: Ask for Book . Weare constantly creat- 
‘Who Inherits Your Property ing new styles for young 

men who care about 
——= dress. 

Look over our stock; 
CENTRAL WISCONSIN it’s the largest and best 
TRUST COMPANY assortest we have ever 

shown. 
DISON, \. 0 

MADISON, WIS. New shipments every 

L. M. HANKS, President week. 
MAGNUS SWENSON, First Vice President 

JOHN BARNES, Second Vice President 

pag NENA AN, Anite eal Olson & Veerhusen Co. 

Secti 1 Book C 
$$$ SEE EE ME 

This case of three sections with base — 

and top and glass doors, complete in 1 ae a 
any style finish, for . . .-.-- : oe oO o 

This is something entirely new in a book case. Ce 
It folds and a case of four sections can be folded 
into the size of one for the purpose of packing if $8 

Start your library with one, two, three or more | rc Cc cc 

sections and add to it as your library grows. | eee 

Come in and see our splendid line of these sec- $s 
tional book cases. — = 
Buy one of these cases and if not satisfactory a... 
after 30 days, we will refund your money. at 

Roll Top Desks “ous: im 2 
a ——O————— ’ : 

The Bailey Furniture St 
(Better Furniture for Cottage or Mansion) 426 STATE STREET
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Portrait Photographer 

The Waste Basket 

(If the finished prints are 
not wholly satisfactory— 
they shall not be delivered 

Not Just As Good 

@ Photographs with the 
sign of the “W” must be 
the best you ever had— 
not just as good 

Vr 
509 State Street, Madison, Wisconsin
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